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Procee~ings . 
AT 

Ordinary General Meeting, 
October 15, 1910. 

The Ordina.ry General Meeting of the Society 
was held in the ljecture Theatre of the South 
African School of Mines, on Saturday evening, 
October 15th, Dr. James Moir (President) in the 
chair. There were also present :-

70 Members: Messrs. C. B. Saner, R. Allen, 
E. H. Croghan, Tom Johnson, J. E. Thomas, 
H. A. White, Prof. J. A. Wilkinson, A. F. Crosse, 
W. A. Caldecott, Wm. Cullen, E. H. Johnson, W. 
Abel, H. R. Adam, F. Allen, A. J. R. Atkin, S. G. 
Bartlett, S. Beaton, E. Blume, B. V. Blundun, 
F. W. Cindel, M. H. Coombe, W. M. Coulter, '1'. 
Don!tldson, G. C. Fox, R. Gascoyne, J. Gray, 
F. G. Guthrie, R. E. Hall, B. J. Hastings, A. R 
Hughes, W. H. Jane, J. H. Johnson, '1'. S. Jolly, 
G. A. Lawson, Hy. Lea, J. Lea, H. Stuart Martin, 
J. D. }Iarquard, S. Morison, P. '1'. Morrisby, 
M. '1'. Murray, W. Nicklin, E. Pam, W. S. V. 
Price, J. F. Pyles, S. C. Quin, E. '1'. Rand, A. 
Rogers, A. H. Scarf, A. Schwarz, A. M. Sim, 
O. H. Smith, S. H. Steels, W. A. C. Tayler, 
J. A. Taylor, A. Thomas, C. F. Thomas, C. 
'l'oombs, F. W. Watson, C. F. Webb, P. H 
Whyte, A. Wilkinson and L. J. Wilmoth. 

29 Associates and Students: Messrs. H. Abao, 
A. H. Adams, W. E. Burrows, F. C. Carbis, J. 
Cronin, C. L. Dewar, J. Gibson, C. H. Greathead, 
B. W. Holman, W. M. Human, A. King, G. W. 
Leach, L. '1'. Leyson, H. Lomberg, G. F. 
Mathews, F. J. Pooler, H. B. Powter, J. R. H. 
Hobertson, H. Rusden, R. E. Sawyer, P. Scatterty, 
,~. Etadler, W. R. Tait, A. D. Thomas, D. J. 
1I1Omas, J. Thorlund, P. A. Tucker, H. Ward, 
J. C. Webster,and W. F. Zipp. 

18 Visitors, and Fred. Rowland, Secretary. 

The minutes of the previous monthly meeting 

ti
lLS printed in the S~ptember Journal, were con: 

fmed. 

NEW MEMBERS. 

Messrs. E. H. Croghan and E. E. Blume were 
appointed acrutineers, and after their scrutiny 
of the ballot papers, the President announced 
that all the candiditteR for membership had been 
unanimously elected, as follows :-
DUFFIELD, HENRY JOHN, Sh:tmva Mines, Ltd., 
. per Private Bag, Salisbury, Rhonesi'L. Secretary. 
FERGUSON, COLIN AIDISTlHiNG,' P.· O. Box 21, 

Randfontein. Mine Manager. 
FIAN'DER, ROBERT, GeldenllUis Deep, Ltd., P. O. 

Box 5, Cleveland. Cyanide Manager. 
(Transfe1' from Associate Roll.) 

HARTLEY, FREDERICK DARLEY, Crown Mines, 
Ltd. (Eastern Section), P. O. Box 102, Fords
burg. Chief Surveyor. 

HEWITT, GEOFFREY GEORGE,. P. O. Rooiberg. 
Analyst and Assayer. 

KNAUER, HERMAN:\T, Lanca~ter G. M. Co., Ltd., 
P. O. Box 360, Krllgersdorp. Mining Engineer. 

LEA, W ALTF.R, Mes~rs. Lewis & 'Marks, P. O. Box 
1030, Johanneshurg. Mining Eng-ineer. 

MILLIKEN, JOHN TAIl', Golden Cycle Mining Co., 
Colorado Springs, Colo., U.S.A. Metallurgist. 

PITT, CHARLES KIDDER, Lltncaster "Te~t G. M. 
Co., Ltd., P. O. Box :~60. Krugersnorp. Surveyor. 

RICHARDS, STEPHEN HERBERT, ,Tumpers G. M. 
Co., Ltd., Cleveland. Mining Engineer. 

HICHARDSON, ROBER'!' RICHAIW, Jacobs, Durban, 
N a~al. Works l\1rtnager and Chemist. 

RISHWORTH, PERCY JAMES, Crown Mines, Ltd., 
P. O. Box 24, Fordsbur". Mill Shift Leader. 

ROBE1(TS, E., Randfontein Deep, Ltd., P. O. Box 
45, Raunfontein. Mine Captain. 

SCHOCH, EDWARD RENGgRS, New Boksbul'g G. M., 
Ltd., P. O. Box 209, Boksburg. MineManager. 

TILLARD, MAX OGILVIE, Geldenhuis Deep, Ltd., 
P. O. Box 54, Cleveland. Acting General 
Manager. (Transjer jrom Associate Roll.) 

WEST, CHARLES ALFRED WILLIAM, 1'; O. Box 73, 
Ba~berton. Business Manager. 

The Secretary: 'Since th~ last me~ting of 
the Society the following have been admitted by 
the Cou'ncil:-

As Associates.-
BASS, KENNETH CHRISTIAN, Three Sisters G. l\i. 

Co., Louw's Creek. Assayer. (Transfer from 
Student Roll.) . 

BIDLAKE, ALBERT EBENEZER, Shrtftesbury House, 
Kerk Street, J ohanneshurg. Metallurgist. 

EDWARDS, ERNEST, P. O. Box 186, Bulawayo. Min
ing Engineer. 
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FRY, ALFRED '1.'., Gwalia ConAolidated, Ltd., Wiluna, 
Western Anstntli>t. Melallurgist. 

.JENKINS, ALFRIm, New Primrose 'G. M.·Co., Ltd:, 
P. O. Bux 193, Germiston. Mining. 

KING, D.~NIEL CHILCOTE, New Primro"e G, M. Co" 
Lt,L, P. O. B"x.l!J3, Germiston. Mill FlJreman. 

LEYSO;\" LEWIS THmlAS, ejo titHlId>trd Bank of S.A., 
Ltd., Cumlllissiuner Street, Juhallnesburg. Ana· 
lytieal Chemist .. 

MCLuCKIE, BARRY 'WILLIAM, Geldenhuis Deep, 
Ltd. (North), P. O. Box 5, Cle\·eland. Cyanider. 

OLIVIER, SALOMON HEHCULES, Durban Reodepourt 
Deep, Ltd., P. O. Bux llU, R,oociepoort. Cyanidel" 
(l'mnsfer fj'om Shldent Roll.) 

STIRTO:<", ARCHIBALD L()CH~:E, Consolidated Lang· 
laagte J\lines, Ltd., P. O. Box 15, Langlaagte; 
Mine Foreman. . 

'VOOLF, MONn:FIORE PHILIP, Gwalia Consolidated, 
Ltd., 'Viluna, Western: Australia. Metallurgist. 

As Students.-
ABAO, HEIlBERT, Geldenhuis Deep, Ltd. ('Vest), 

P. U. Box 1, Cleyeldnd. Cyanide Learper. 
DALY, RAMSAY L'AMY, Crown Mines, Lid. (D 

Section), P. O. Box 156, Fordsburg. Mill 
Learner. , 

EIiwAHDE~, RoY DES A:-WES, Witwatersrand G. M. 
Co., Ltd., P: O. ({!IX 1, Knights. Cyanide 
J.earner. . ' 

SIMPS'):-'-, EIlIC GERALD, Crown i\lines, Ltd. (D 
Sectiun), P. O. Bux l[,6, Fordsburg. Cyanide 
Learner. 

R~IOOK, FIlEDERICK JOHA:-INES, Durbltll Roodepoort 
Deep. Ltd., P. O. Box 110, Roodepoort. Cyanide 
Learnt!'. 

. GENERAL BUSINESS. 

The President: I have to express our thanks 
to the managements of the City Deep, Ltd" and 
of the Simmer and Jack Proprietary Mines, for 
their kindness in inviting us to go over thei~ pro
perties, and showing us such interesting works. 

Mr. Andrew f.. Crosse (Past-President): With 
regard to our very interesting visits to. the City 
Deep and the Simmer and Jack mines, I should 
like to suggest for such visits in future that it 
would add very much to the value of the visit if 
some of the staff would explain the details of the 
treatment, and also perhaps answer question9 
regarding the same. 

The President: I think that is a very good 
idea, and we will bear it in mind, 

CYANIDE AS AN INSECTICIDE. 

Mr. Jas. E. Thomas (Member of Council): I 
should like to mention, with regard to an abstract 
on p. 86 of the August Jo'urnal, by Prof. 
Wilkinson, on the use of "Potassium Cyanide as 
an Insecticide," that some seven years ago I 
attempted to rid my garden of ants by sprinkling 
a 0'001 % solution of potassium cyanide on the 
soil. The ants certainly disappeared, but every 
plant in the garden was killed Sprinkling a 
solution of potassium cyan~de has also proved an 
effective method of killing weeds on garden paths 

and golf greens, so that I am afraid I canpot 
~ndorse the statement expressed in the abstr~ct 
that, "it has no effect on growing plants, even in 
strong doses." 

NEW METHOD OF LIGHTING FUSE.; 
The President: Mr. Weston has a little 

demonstration to give us in connection' with the 
instructions for the handling' of ,explosives 
recently issued, . 

Mr. E. M. Weston (Me1liber'): I believe you 
have aU noticed that .a committee ha~ been 
Il,ppoint('d recently to draw ulJ instructions with 
regard to the handling and general use of explo
sives. I believe that committee was appointed 
as the result of sonle relnarks I made in a paper 
about two years ago. Personally, I wish the 

, committee had sent these instructions round to 
the members for suggestions before printing them. 
Perhaps the demonstration I am gOlpg to giye 
may not be altogether ont of place, though it 
comes too late to be of any use in conn'ectioll 
wit.h the printed instructiolls. Some three or 
fOllr years ago I thillk 1 was the. first to draw 
attention to a very reprehensible practice, 
which is still in favour in O:1r mines, namely, of 
using a "cheesa stick" for lighting fuses when 
firing charges' in' stopes and drives.. The com
mittee say with regard to the lighting of fuses :- , 

" Li.qhtingthe F~lse.-The fuse must be prepared 
for lighting by splitting the end about an inch 
down with a sharp knife. As soon as an effici
ent 'fuse lighter is available the cheesa spick made 
of blasting'gelatine should be prohitJited, as poison
ous gases are .formed by this burning explosive." 

I tli'ink I can show you that the use of a 
cheesa stick is absolutely unnecessary except in 
special circumstances. This is the method which I 
used underground for a year or eighteen months in 
actual mining, Here we have an ordinary "cheesa 

. stick"Ihave made for this occasion,and I ani aston
ished at my own moderation in the amuunt of gela
tine which I used to make it up. ,It is a common 
thing for a nrttive to use one small stick of gela
tine to niake up a "clieesa stick," but there is only 
about 22 gm. or 25 gm. of gelatine in this stick, 
whilst there is' usually about 50 gm. (stick exhi
bited). N ow it is po~sible to light up a round of/ 
holes conveniently and safely without the use of a 
stick at all. In the first instance' I ·think the 
method' 'reconimended of splitting down about 
1 'in. of the fuse is bad, for this reason':. where 
there is any dampness or drip in the 'vicinity of 
the holes, quite a large proportion of the ~ore, 
is EXposed to the action of the moisture in the' 
air and, no matter how vigorously thecheesa stick 
is. applied misfires will occur, The method I 
used is efficient, and I think it will be agreed that 
it is a rational method. What I do in the first 
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place is this: I 'CUG two nicks' running in' the 
opposite direction, t.o that recommended by ~he 
ommittee, H.bout f m. apart. I then open a stICk 

~f gelatine and cut ~rom it ver~ thin ~trips 
about the ,size of wlllpcord and from It m. to 
lin. long. I then insert one end of this small 
strip into one cut, a~d twi'tit it round the f~se so 
that it cannot be accidentally detached, and lllsert 
the other end into the other cut. Then I close both 
cuts up. It will be Reen ~hat I am using a mini-

mum quantity of gelll.tine, about a 15th of a gram. 
One gram will be sufficient to fire a whole round 
of holes. ,There is practically no vitiation by fumes 
and I have this advantagfl also, that I have two 
chal'.ces to light the core if the gelatine in the 
first nick should fail to light. To light these 
fuses which are primed with this small amOTlnt of 
gelatine I do not employ a "che8sa stick." The 
miner who carries a ".cheesa stick" inhales the 
maximum amount of 'the most poisonous fumes 
possible to generate in a mine. If a miner burns 
even the haH of one' > mall stick of gelatine he 
vitia.tes the air of the drive to an aJarming extent. 
Nearly every miner is supplied with tobacco 
bags (that goes without saying), and if they will 
only take the trouble to take a tobacco bag and 
wrap it round a candle and tie it with numerous 
~eparate pieces 'or" string, they have a torch which 
IS very hard to 'put out lind ,which gives a 
mo~e convenient light to 'light, up any charges 
deSired. It will, ,last half ,~a . 'dozen: or, more: 
times, and if· required it can 'be bound'by wire to 
the end of a, stick, and -with the fuse made up 

in 'that way, it may be taken that they can 
absolutely depend, even more than with a cheesa 
stick, on getting the holes efficiently lighted. 
Therefore I think the committee might have 
recommended that the use of "cheesa sticks" 
should be absolutely prohibited in our mines, and 
that this method should be adopted. 

The President: I am sure we all'thank Mr. 
Weston for this excellent practical hint, which 
certll.inly migh tbe adopted until· we get it proper 
" chees<J. stick." 

Mr. W.Cullen (Past President): I understanci 
Mr. ' 'Weston, takes some exception to the 
regulatiolls drafted by a committee of the Council 
of this Socitty under the head of the lighting of 
fuses. Now at the' time that particular.regulation 
was drafted, I think I am safe in saying there 
was no" cheesa stick" on the market, therefore 
it was decided that until such time as' a: 
dependable one was available, blasting gela" 
tine should be continued. Mr. Weston's idea 
is, I think, .admirable and I am certain it would 
have been incorporated in the report if we 
had known about it. But the position ~ith 
regard to cheesa sticks has altered very much 
since these instructions were drafted. I fully 
intended to have brought with me to·night'two 
or threeysamples of i'cheesa sticks" which are now 
in general use. They are cheap and efficient, and 
have been tried on a great many mines (the Premier 
mine among them). Probably at the next meeting 
if anyone has come across the" cheesa sticks" to 
which I have referred, it may be worth while to 
have practical experience of them' brought before 
the Society. 

Mr. Tom Johnson (Member of Council): I 
have great pleasure in being able io bear out all 
that Mr. Weston says about this substitute for the 
"cheesa stick." It has been in use on the Rand 
for about 14 years to my knowledgE', and I think 
it is a much better system of lighting. 

Mr. E. M. Weston (Jlembe/'): I would like 
to say I do not claim any originalit.y for the 
torch, but I think my method of putting in two 
cuts and twisting a piece of ~elatine round the 
fuse is certainly original. 

Mr. C, B. Saner (Vice-President):, I have 
been trying IH.tely several "fuse lighters" or 
" cheesa sticks," and they have acted quite satis
facturily wh'en'everything was in order. But in 
one case if a little too much of the mixture was 
put in the lamp it generated so much heat as to 
be too hot to hold, or the flame though very 
strong to begin with soon became thin and small 
and 'was put out by concussion. When a certain 
amoilnt or water was dropping all those tried 
went out, showing their uselessness in 'damp 
places. 
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. I think Mr: Weston is wrong 'in' advocat.ing 
the prohibition of the" gelatine lighter" in. all 
cases' to take one instance, that of vertIcal 
sl].aft ~inking, I have not seen anything to equal 
a "gelatine lighter" when 50 to 60 holes ~ave to 
be fired, The fuse lighters at present III the 
market are not" fool proof," but as soon as the;e 
is a ,real proper lighter invented I, for one, wIll 
be only too glad to help to enforce its use. 

, Mr. E. M. Weston (Member): In the matter 
of shaft sinking or where water is presen.t in large' 
quantities, I certainly.would not recommend my 
method in preference to the," che~sa stick." I 
had not that in my mind' when I spoke., I 
referred to ordinary working stopes and in rises 
and drives. Desperate diseases require despera~e 
remedies sometiiIJes. In wet' shafts the flise IS 
never cut until just before it is lighted. 

The President: I am quite certain the 
" stick" queston is not settled yet, but I think 
what ~ir. Weston has in his mind is that his 
scheme is ~ct it ,gelatine stick, because it uses so 
little gelatine. 

THE DEST.RUCTION OF CYANIDE. 

(Read at' June Meeting, '1910.) 

By .JAMES Mom D.Sc. (Vice-President) and 
JAS. GRAY, F.I.C. (Member). 

REPLY TO DISCUSSION. 

Dr. J. Moir (President): 'There ha,s been very 
little direct discussion on our paper, if we except 
the casual references to it by Mr. White . .Regard
ing the latter gentleman's. contribution we feel 
that it is in a sense unfortunate that the custom 
of the Society precludes the admission for dis
cussion at the same time of two papers on allied 
subjects, and that in consequence Mr. Whi~e's 
able and thorough investigation into the actIOn 
of certain" cyanicides " should have to be treated 
as a contribution to the discussion on ours. 
He will therefore not expect us to go very 
thoroughly into his experiments, e.specially as ~ve 
shall begin by saying that we are III almost entIre 
agreement with what he ~as put forw.ard. 

With regard to the actIOn of alkaline perm~n
ganate, Mr. White has performed a great s~rvl~e 
in resurrect in!! the forgotten facts on whICh It 
depends. He has shown that the oxidation, by 
this method of cyanide to cyanate, a method 
discovered b~ Volhard in 1891, is quite rem~rk
ably economical and rapid, as in.fact the techmcal 
success which we saw on the SImmer and Jack 
mine fully .substantiates. * We fflP,1 ourselves. il.t 

* There is however somethill!! wroll~ w.ith llr,. Powell's figures 
for moisture 011 p. 78-perhaps some one Will eluCldate them. 

liberty, however,' to criticise his theoretical 
chemistry especially on cyanates. He tells us 
that he attempted to prepare KNCO by a method 
unspecified, and that the yield was only 6%. By 
means of permanganate Vol hard in 1891 obtained 
about a 70% yield, and we ourselves fin~ .that 
gently.heating KC~ with excess of litharge YIelds 
cyanate quite free from cyanide, and with this 
product we are totally unable to confirm Mr. 
White's statement th!\t cyanates are partly 
reduced (i.e., to prussian blue) by ferrous salts: we 
cannot get, a trace of it, working either in neutral or. 
alkaline solution. We have, generally speaking, 
to make the complaint against Mr. White that he 
does not give full experimental details whe,e such 

,are necessary. Thus the KMn04 titrations on 
p: 443 would have had something more than, 
technical value if the author had told us how 
much cyanide he used, and what impurities' 
were in it. The result is that it becomes a' 
matter of chance whether anyone trying to 
repeat his results will hit on the same conditions, 
and consequently needless controversy may be 
excited' a case of which in fact Mr. White has 
referr~d to in his remarks. Again we consider 
that Mr. White's <'om pound Mn02' MnOg is not 
proven. Mn02 is not a basic oxide towards 
weak acids, and therefore such a compound could 
not hold together in presence of water, any more 
than, say, aluminium sulphide can. We prefer 
to think that the precipitate is always Mn02' and 
that the excess KMn04 used is directly employed' 
in oxidising KNCO to carbonate and nitrogen, It 

reaction which would quite l'robably be inhibited 
by coaglllants. 

As for the action of "formalin," we confess 
oursel yes astonished after our previous experience 
of cyanhydrin reactions, to find that this one is 
so rapid and complete, We think that a special 
explanation of the apparent direct conversion to 
glycollic acid (possibly glycollamide) is called for, 
considering as we do that the normal type of 
equation quoted by Mr. White, is an insufficient 
explanation. If the intermediate compound had 

° the constitution CH2< I it might be ex- , 
C:NH, / 

pected, simila.rly to ethylene oxide, to yield at 
OH 

once by hYflrolysis CH2/ -C(OH) : NH, the 
tautomeric form of glycollamide. We regret that 
time did not permit of our following out this 
interesting reaction; especially as we notice that 
the substance described in the literature as 
glycollic nitrile, has properties rather inconsistent 
with the simple formula CH2(OH)·CN. Never
theless we had no difficulty in showing the forma
tion 'of glycollic acid in this reaction. We warmed 
the mixture of cyanide "-nd formaline, and. after 
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f minutes added an excess of CuSO 4' then 
a ew . . II' d d d 't ';'ashed the. precIpitate we an ecompose I· 
b H S and boiled down the .aqueous filtrate . 
.... ?e a~ree that thi.s destr~ction p~ocess for cyanide 
. f om the practical pomt of 'VleW,an extremely 
IS, r h "'f I n one and by far t e most. promISIng 1 any 
~e~~ous attempt to recover the residual gold is to 
be made.' , . 
. As for the use of.picrates, we consider ,them to 

be e~cluded by the fact that the ,action is ~low 
d that the engineers appear to be determmed 

an . fl' I to allow only a few mmutes or. any c lemlCa 
reaction '(in the case of Mr Pam's scheme only a 
few seconds, unless things can be. rearranged so 
that no one has to work at the eXit o~ t,he sand 
bins) .. , Speaking gene~ally of ~1r. White s work, 
we have freely to admit that when we wrote our 

aper we considered that the only processes 
~conomically possible would be the use of Fe~04' 
of polysulphides and of cuprous salts, and that we 
never expect6ld that formaline would be rapid 
enough or permanganate cheap e!l~ugh. . 

We think it a pity that the mmmg firm whICh 
is trying the most economical possible method
using the ferrous salt contained in ve~y o!d accu
mulated sands to destroy: the cyamde In fresh 
residues-has not come forward publicly to give 
us its experience. Our only comment .is. that such 
a scheme has no chance of, success except under 
the constant charge ofa chemist with full powers 
over the contractors and workmen concerned. 

One of us has' already explained our attitude 
towards the use of blea~hing powder· as "cyani
cide." We suggested, the use of acid solution; 
because we thought bleaching powder would not 
dissolve fast enough. Mr. White appears to have 
surlJJounted this difficulty, whereon naturally the 
process becomes probably the best ,an~ si~plest 
available at present-at all events, It Will, be 
nearly fool-pr.oof, to, us.e Mr. Saner's expressiop.. 

At this stage. we have to remark that it has been 
customary in the past in this Society for .authors 
to lighten the solidi ty of their replies to discussion 
by indulging in.more or less acid repartee at the 
expense of their critics. Of this custom both of 
us have taken advantage in the ,pas.t-sometimes 
too full advantage perhaps-but we now feel 
that a certain amount ,of disappointment might 
ensue if our reply were .as aridly scientific as we 
tried to make the original paper. We therefore 
hore that the staider membe'rs of the Society 
will forgive us if we once mo~e let ourselves go: 
Mr. White shall be the chief, victim. Firstly we 
want to know what on' earth induced him, the 
Chairman. of our. Standing Committee on pure 
metallurgical Engli'sh, to suggest the introduction 
of such monstrosities as the, words phene and 
pltine. We, as chemists, can not be expected to 
approve, when the terminology of our .science 

~probably the mos'£ exact terminology in the 
world-is watered down to the level of the 
"average man on shift": we think rather, with 
all due deference, that the gentleman in question 
might try, to 'attain the mountain,top levels in 
which the chemist. soars. Besides, we fear that 
the word phenolphthalein' is, not the only' one 
which this type of shiftsman cannot spell, and 
we suggest. that he should thank. his star.s. that. 
he is not making his living out of a European 
chemical industry where real 'teasers" may occur. 
e.g., Tetra'methylparatolyltriaminodiphenylalpha-
naphthylcarbinol. * . . 

Secondly weseem to have touched some spot. 
or other in our remarks on correct cyanide 
titration .. Mr. White says he does not think 
that anycyanider worthy of the name is ignorant 
of certain facts. Our comment is that since a. 
great many responsible l:ie'ople who do cyanide 
titrations can be shown l).ot to know these 
elementary facts, these people are therefore 
unworthy of the name of cyanider. 

What Mr. White contends is that correct 
methods are on record in our J01tn~al, and also,. 
occasionally, in the text-books; whereas we 
contend that what the Rand needs is that the 
man on shift shall always know about these· 
correct methods-which .is all the nl0re reason 
why every "man on shift" should JOIn the Society 
and should study its proceedings, old and new,. 
as if his salvation depended on it. We a~cept, 
with due humility, ~r. White's correction regard· 
ina the ratio usual between" total cyanide" anef 
"free cyanide," but we should have been more· 
comfortable about it if ·Mr. White had put on 
record what he means' by "free cyanide," on 
which subject, doubtless from his Icing experi: 
imce he is much 'more authoritative than ,yeo 
are:'. but when' Mr. White talks of "fairly 
definite ~nd consistent' analyses" on . cyanide· 
works well we hae oor' doots. Perhaps Mr. 
Whit: kee~s' a speda] definition of the ternl 
analysis for these occasions. We, on the other 
hand, consider' that .the methods employed on 
cyanide works, although they may. be of some· 
value, in intelligent hands, for the purposes for 
which they' were devised, because they are· 
moderately self-consistent- that these methods 
are neverth~less at best mere rule-of-thumb and 
of no scientific value. In fact we think that Mr. 
White himself, in his more callow days, would 
have 'ventured to call the term" free cyanide" 
an "effete··superstition." Anyway it is "up to" his 
sub·committee to define these terms properly, 

~le base of a blue" aniline dye." The systema~ic name of 
its quinonoid salt is probahly. the longest chemICal wont, 
vi~., Dimeth~Tlarninophen?l-parato!ylam!non:lp~anaphthyl.methyl
enequinonedlDlethyhmomum chlonde, VIZ., 
. . Me.N. O.H •. O: OaH.: NMe.Ol , 

I • •. C,oHa.NH.CaH4Me 
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not merely giving the techniq~te of, the processes 
which ,are supposed to determine them 

A similar matter ,in which we think there is a 
:looseness of thought or definition is the idea that 
.~tmospheric oxygen can oxidise. cyanide to 
~yanate. So .far as we know there is not a scrap 
{)f direct evidence for ·this happening and it is a 
pity. the statement ·gets tak(;ll over from one text 
book to another without investigation. That the 

. ~oss of HCN on exposure to air (through . CO2 
and hydrolysis) is in itself ample can be easily 
.shown by· putting a very dilute cyanide solution 
in a thin layer in a large dish, acidifying it and 
-exposing it without agitation at an open window. 
With '01 strength we found that about 50% of 
the HCN was lost in an hour (the soluti~n having 

'been made alkaline at the end for titration). 
We admit freely that the title of our paper 

might have been better 'chosen-we certainly 
. discussed the point enough-but we venture to 
think that it has served the purpose we ·had in 
view. We consider that if and when. a cyanide 
bas been converted by any process into another 
substance which does not give the specific cyanide 
reactions, 'it is then to all intents and purposes 
"destroyed." It is quite true, however, ·as .Mr. 
White says, that soluble ferrocyanides de~ompose 
very slowly. on standing with evolution of HCN. 
We are under the impression that this had been 
predicted by the pioneers of the ionic theory, and 
we confess that we considered the change infini
tesimal and never expected that the dissociation 
~ould be experimen tally demonstrated. vYe now 
find that the tolidine copper acetate paper 
{apparently the most reliable of the five) shows 
the liberation of HCN from even neutral K4FeCY6 
in quite a short time. From the practical point of 
view, however, we fear no danger 'from this dis
,'Sociation unless the ventilation of the mine also 
becomes "infinitesimal." Accordin'g to the Mining 
Regulations Commission,' the Lang1aagte Deep 
mine, the worst as regards air, gets only ope change 
of air a day, but even this, though shocking 
from the health point of view, would suffice to 
.dissipate any prussic acid arising from dissociation 
,of fe~rocyanides. In addition to these facts, it 
,will be remembered that we proposed to use 
·enough iron to produce insolublt ferrocyanides, 
.and the latter obviously must dissociate far less 
than the soluble ones. On the other hand, 
Professor Findlay, of Birmingham, has suggested 
that the first precipitate when excess iron is used, 
TIlay contain insoluble ferrous cyanide. This 
cSupposition 'would account for some of our resulte 
where we treated the product with dra5tic 

·reagents. 
We are told that it will be too costly to 

maintain a high alkalinity in the sands after 
..deposition, but we desire to point out (1) that if 

the engineering side of the question, is properly 
done, the moisture in the sands need not exceed 
15%, and (2) that loss by absorption of. CO2 will 
only take place at the surface of the stope, and 
(3) t,hat CO2 in mines is no longer considered' 
inevitable and will have to be removed for other 
reasons thar, that of destroying ~o of a penny
worth of lime, and (4) that the'lime lost will pay 
for itself in preventing corrosion of pumps and 
.other iron by acid water. 

As regards the remarkable readion discovered 
by Mr. White resulting in the production of HCN 
from ferric thiocyanate on keeping, we are glad 
to be able to confirm it at last. By suspending 
filter paper soaked in caustic soda in the air 
above Fe(SCN)g we easily caught HCN, and 
tested it by the prussian-blue reaction, whereas 
when acidified KSCN was used without iron only 
thiocyanic acid came up on to the alkaline paper. 

[It should be noted that thiocyanic acid reacts 
like HCN to the tolidine, dianisidine and hydro
ccerulignone papers, but does not react appreciably 
with phenolphthaline or benzidine (pres.' of 
copper understood).] The equation seems to be : 
6Fe(SCN)g + 4H20 = 

6Fe(SCN)2 + 5HSCN + HCN + H 2SO,. 
It is an extraordinary reaction, and we congra~ 

tulate Mr .. White on discovering it, even if the 
one of us to whom Mr. White refers has to 
admit his error in questioning the result in 1906 
-which questioning was only caused by Mr. 
White's own sketchy and intuitional methods cif 
presenting his results. As for the danger likely 
to arise from this source in practice. whilst it is 
undoubtedly capable of becoming appreciable, it 
onght to be negligible in the future era of good 
ventilation which has dawned. 

We have two small additions to our paper to 
make. The first is an attempt to cut down the 
proportion of iron to a minimum. It will be 
remem qered that the ratio Fe: CKCN was a 
failure, and the ratio Fe : 3 KCN quite successful. 
We have pow tried the ratio Fe : 4KCN with 
varying alkali (magnesia added after iron). 

Cy' Fe OH' Cy' left . 
molecules 4: 1 : 0 2% 4.: 1 : 2'7+40% 

" ;; 3" ,,3'3+48 " 
" 1 12" ,,4 +52" 
" 2 34" ,,5'3+54 " 

" 6'7+fi8 " 
The conversion is best when no alkali is 'present 

in .this case. vYorking solutions are reduced to 
'001 % KCN when iron added before magnesia 
and still lower if magnesia added fir~t. 

There is, by the way, a misprint in (A), p. 439; 
61 should read 16. 

The other point concerns the theoretical dis
cussion on p. 439. In June we thought that the 
theory must be wrong because the curve drawn 
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'from the mathematical equation agreed pretty badly 
with the experimental results. We now find that 

,they really agree,' but that w~ p~otted the experi
mental results on a wrong pnnclple ' We treated 
molecules of acid' as equi valent to minus alkali, al
though according to the ionic theory, the chemist's 

,sheet·anchor in these matters-alkali (hydroxi
dion) is alwa!s present to some extent 'ev~n in 
an acid solutIOn. If, therefore, we treat aCid as 
gradually diminishing OB', as we ought to have 
done, the curves have the required form all over. 
"We notice, however, that another curve, deduced 
from the equation [Fe" J[Cy'J4 = constant, is 
somewhat similar, and for the present we cannot 
decide between the alternatives. The new curve 

I is of the form y2x = (ex + d)2 and taking the 
. 1 

. lff't' b y x + 20 ,parttcu ar orm 0 I given y : 12 = ---yx- we 

·find a minimum value (at x = '1\ mol. alkali) of 
.5'4: at x=!, y=9'3; at x=l, y=12'6, at 
x=2, y=17'4: at ,,,;=4, y=24'3: at x=9, 
y=36'2 and at x=16, y=4S'I-agreeing alto
gether very well with the ferricyanide-stopping 
curve of p. 439. We may mention that we have 
succeded in interesting some of our scientifiq 
friends in the Old Country in this research, and 
that we hope they will, take it up and settle it, 
with the much better equipment for exact work 
that is available in the modern British Universities. 

As for the practical application of .the FeSO 4' 

process, we ha~e had to content oUfsel ves 
with finding out methods which succeed in 
the humble hands of the chemist. The Mines 

'Trials Committee has apparently not had time 
to issue a report on the large-scale work it 
has done, but we are content to ~ay that from the 
purely chemical point of view the use of FeS04 
and magnesia gives a perfectly safe product, and 
we suspect, though not pretending to know any
thing about costs, that this is the cheapest avail
able process. It should not paos the wit of 
engineers to devise a scheme for adding powdered 

·calcined magnesia to the sands and sluice them 
with FeS04, and finally adg. lime on their way 
down. -VVe find that Transvaal magnesia ·(from 
Malelane) acts excellently, whereas uncalcined 
magnesite and also the blue limes are useless. 
Even if the "conversion" were worse than it 
actually is, the use of alkali after the sluicing 
w{lUld render the liquor harmless except in the 
case of gross carelessness. -VVe may mention that 
one of us took part in some large-scale experi
m~nts in the use of FeSO;. The sand was sluiced 
~Vlth FeS04 solution into an empty boiler until 
It was half-full, when it was sealed up. After a 
row minutes the enclosed air reacted with the 
highly sensitive HCN test-papers; we put in 
Rome rats in a cage and they were alive 16 hours 
later although there was no ·ventilation. We 

tried ag~in with small birds about the size of 
sparrows, which liveq through the night but died 
after 16. hours; but as there happened to be a 
"cold snap" during the experiment, their fate 
may have been complicated by pneumonia. 
. As for Mr. Lofts, he is mistaken in supposing 

that we 'found very dilute cyanide solutions to be 
the most easily converted. Nevertheless we are 
inclined to agree with him that working cyanide 
strengths could be reduced still further, by using' 
higher alkalinity and taking special measures to 
ensure precipitation of the dissolved gold. He 
thinks that salammoniac is an oxidiser-which it 
isn't. Nevertheless we happened to try it, 
because in its presence ferrocyanide combines with 
calcium to an insoluble precipitate CaK2FeCY6' 
It was found to be disadvantageous, as it spoilt 
the iron-magnesia conversion. 

Finally, we are torn bY'conflicting emotions in 
regard to this question of destruction of cyanide, 
being glad that the problem has been solved, and 
at the same time really quite sorry that it didn't 
take five years to solve it, so that in the mean
time some visible effect towards disappearance of 
those' eyesores, the old dumpiil, might have been 
achieved. Being long-suffering residents of the 
town' (and quite free from the trammels of 
working costs), we agree with Mr. Lofts that the 
mines ought to make an etfort to shift those 
dumps" for their own benefit." Johannesburg, 
"with its seven hills," might then be quite a 
decent place to live in. . 

ADDENDA. 

(1) Sensitivenp-ss of tlte Prussic Acid Tests.* 
-Experiments were made to find what pro
portion of hydrocyanic acid gas in air couid 
be detected by the four tests depending on 
oxidisable dipbenyl-derivatives. Small quantities 
of dilute cyanide solution were placed in a crucible. 
at the bottom of a dry ten litre bottle, one drop 
20% H 2S04 added, and the contents of the cru
cible boiled from the outside by meaps of a large 
burning-glass. Following are the results: 

(a) With one part HCN in 30,000 of ail', the 
reagents are instantaneous except benzid)ne which 
takes about 2 seconds. 

(b) With 1 part HCN in 200,000 of air, hydro
ceerulignone and tolidine are pr;l.Ctically instanta
neous; dianisidine requires about 20 seconds, and 
benzidine about 2 minutes. . 

(c) With 1 part HCN in 500,000 of air, the 
results are similar, but dianisidine takes about a 
minute, and benzidine does not react definitely. 

(d) With 1 part HCN per million of air, hydro
ccerulignone takes about 3 seconds, tolidine 
about 6 seconds, and th!' others are unreliable. 
~See Pro"ceedings Chemical Society (London), Ma~ 5, HnO; and 

this Journal April, 1910, page 342, 
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··.(e)Wit~ 1 par~ ·HCN in two millions·of air, 
hydroccerulignone reacts in 10 seconds, and 
tolidine vaguely in 20 seconds. 

(2) Sensiti'veness ofaMouse to llCN.-The HCN 
gas from 2'2 mg, KCN was liberated in a 10 litre 
bottle and a mouse introduced. It becam~ 
paralysed in 6 minutes and unconscious and 
practically dead in 14 minutes. The animal 
recovered however in fresh air in about 20 
minutes. The amount of HCN in the. air was 
1 part in 10,000 originally, and the dose absorbed 
probably not more than half the total HUN pre
sent, ·viz., about ~ mgm. 

It follows that the use of the test-papers under' 
ground gives a margin of at least· ten times for 
people exposed to any fumes from stope-filling, 
because with 1 part HCN per 10,000 air, man 
could probably survive much longer than a 
mouse, although at this altitude the danger of 
fainting is probably pretty serious. 

Mr. C. 8. Saner (Vice-Pnsident): I think 
we must thank our President and Mr. Gray for 
their excellent and characteristic reply. 

EXPERIMENTS ON THE PRECIPITATION 
OF GOLD FROM' CYANIDE SOLUTION 

BY CARBON IN LIME. 

(Read at Ap~'il Meet'ing, 1910.) 

By EDWARD H. CROGHAN (Member of Council). 

REPLY 1'0 DISCUSSION. 

Mr. E. H. Croghan (Member of Council) : 
Tliere is little to be done by way of reply to the 
actual criticism on my paper. The discussion 
has been confined to narrow limits and has· not 
been on the broad basis desired, namely some 
definite reply to the four questions tabulated by 
me, and originally emanating from our late 
esteemed 'member, Mr. 'Wager Br~dford. , 

Mr. A. McA. J ohnst'ln, in his. remarks as 
President, hoped to have contributed further 
detailed discussion which I feel assured would 
have been of great practical value. 

Mr. Toombs eon tends that the way in which 
my experimen.ts were conducted was unoatisfac
tory; in other words, that the manner in which 
I prepared my carbon negatived the value of the 
results. The conditions arranged by Mr..Toombs 
were quite different from mine. Mr. Toombs 
operated on a finely-ground artificial mixture of 
carbon and lime and dissolved out all the lime, 
thereby exposing the bare carbonaceous residue 
to the solvent action of the acid. In my case I 

. maintained an excess of lime and picked out 
lumps of carbon which were still coated with 

carbonate of'lime. This is indicative of the fact. 
that no acid action had ,affected these lumps of. 
carbon. I might also have avoided any miscon-
ception. if I .had qualified my remarks' ·about. 
keepi!lg·the mixture cool' by stating' that at .no· 
time did the temperature exceed 40· C. 

Mr. Toombs mentions that during the course:. 
of some 'elutriation experiments on slime residue,. 
he caught, on a 90 x 90 sieve, an assortment of, 
carbonaceous matter which varied from 0'05% to 
0'2/~ of the total dry slime and assayed from 10 
dwts. to 20 dwts. per ton. These figures,. he
states, speak for themselves. I quite agree, but 
in reply would state that the lime must have been. 
of peculiar quality, because these figures, assum-
ing that 3 Ibs.· of lime were added per ton' 
indicate a content of carbon in the lime varying 
from 1'6% to 3'2%. On the face of it this is. 
impossible, and so there must have been other 
sources. 

Mr. Toombs appears to be under the impres-· 
sion that I do not acknowledge carbon as a 
precipitant of gold, but this is quite incorrect. 
What I desired to convey was that under Wit-, 
watersrand conditions, i.e., using 3 Ibs. of lime ... 
per ton of ore, lime specifications were being. 
made most unduly restrictive in the matter of. 
carbon contents. A proof of this will be shown 
later. 

Messrs. Clark & Sharwood's paper on "The 
precipitating effects of substances containing .. 
various forms of carbon and cenulose on cyanide' 
solutions containing gold and silver" is very 
valuable, but to. refer to it as Mr. Toombs does-. 
is overdoing matters a good deal. It is one 
thing to discuss the detrimental action of carbon-· 
aceous matter in experiments on solutions to 
which have been added 1'6% of coal, coke or: 
charcoal; in another case of 6'6% of coal, and' 
quite another matter to compare these to the,' 
subject under discussion. A reference to Table 
II. of my paper will show that the carbon per-· 
centage varies in the worst lime of 0'5% to -the, 
best lime of 0'01%, or an equivalent percenta~e 
when mixed with 1 ton of ore of from 0'0025% 
to 0'00005% car.bon. 

My second point is that the Rand ore it
self contains carbon. . This evening I have; 
brought some specimens showing carbon in 
ore which have been kindly lent to me by 
Professor Young. AmoI?gst these is a piece. of'. 
banket from the Meyer & Charlton Gold Mining 
Company showing grains of visible carbon. 

·Proffo8sor Young in a' recent paper entitled. 
" The Replacement of Quartz by Carbon in Rand. 
Banket," read before the Geological Society of· 
South Africa, says: "The carbon in the Banket, 
occurs chiefly in the matrix of the rock and only 
very rarely in the pebbles." In a previous paper 
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,on the "Auriferous Conglomerates of the Wit
watersrand,"· he states that he has examined 
samples from various 'gold mines, such as the 
Meyer & Charlton, Crown De.ep, S,i~mer &. Jack, 

'Van Ryn, North RandfontelD, hletfontelD A., 
,etc., etc., and" the form in which the carbon 
.commonly occurs is that of small, black, opaque 
nodular grains, having a 'somewhat dull surface 
.and varying in diameter from one millimeter 
downwards. Sometimes, 'as in the Buffelsdoorn 
specimens, the nodular grains, as they increase in 
number, blend together into one compact mass, 
which is anthracitic in appearance. Still another 
form is met with in Rietfontein, where it occurs 
.not only in nodular grains, but' also in ,veinlets 
with a columnar struc,fure, the column being 
perpendicular tG the ,,;alls of the veinlets," 
, In a paper' by Mr. C. Baring Horwood, 

.entitled '~ The Mode of Occurrence, and Genesis 
of the Carbon ,in, Rand Bankets," also recently 
read before the' Geological Society of South 
Africa, ~cme analytical data are gi ven. 

In typical samples of the Randfontein leader 
taken from the North Randfontein Mine carbon 
came out at 0'01%, 0 '03%, and from the West 
Reef in the same mine one sees 002%, 0'03°u ' 

0'08%, and carbon in the West ,Reef Dyke 0'07%, 
0'12/~, 0'22%, 0'08%, 0'05%, 0'06%, t.race 
0'04%, etc. These are alm:lSt ~ll hi!?her,than 
the percentages of carbon pernlltted lD lunes, 
viz" 002% or 0'01%, which are specified as the 
fjames not to be exceeded in lime contracts. As 
n~ data were available on local Rand Banket. I 
personally took a random bulk sample froUl the 
sorting tables of one of .the mines not a mile 
from the General Post Office. The sample was 
typical Witwatersrand conglomerate consisting, 
ItS usual, of rounded quartz pebbles lying in a 
tine·grained silicious rnatrix mineralized with iron 
pyrites. The sample contained 0'003% carbon. 
This carbon can be separated, and if added to a 
gold cyanide solution acts as a precipitant. 

Professor Young states that it is not an easy 
matter to obtain samples showing visible carbon, 
as these samples occur only in patches, but there 
is nothing to show at present that carbon, in
visible to the eye, is' not very common all 
through the Banket. Mr. A. F. Crosse' has often 
HpO ken to me of the gold in residues which, no 
l\l,ttter how ideal are conditions, cannot be 
extracted by cyanide, Perhaps the presence of 
carbon in Banket . to some extent explains this, 
and it may well be that until this question has 
been adequately dealt with it is unlikely that 
further improvements in extraction will be 
acLieved. In my opinion there is now a distinct 
d;llland for a thorough research in to the question. 
1- rOill the various papers on this question and the 
result quoted by me on a random sample showing 

no visible carbon ,a curious problem presents 
itself :. Limes are specified here to contain not 
more than, say, 0'02% of' 0'01 % carbon. Thus 
on a maximum basis of 3 Ibs. of lime per ton of 

'ore, a bad lime containing 0'5% carbon when 
niixed with a ton of ore gives in the total a 
percentage of .0'0025%~a ,figure which is still 
exceeded by the carbon in my random sample of , 
Banket. How extraordinarv is the position 
when we come to limes co~taining 0'02% or, 
0,01 %, equivalent when mixed with a ton of ore 
to 0'0001 %' and 0'00005%! Briefly, my sample 
shows 30 to 60 times more carbon in the natural 
banket ore than could be due to the lime last 
referred to. , 

Since others will not reply to the late Mr. 
Wager Bradford's questions, I beg to do so by 
stating, that in my opinion he was' correct in 
surmising that the theory that the amount of 
carbon in the limes used locally had any markedly 
adverse effect was far-fetched and based on 
insuffici~nt evidence. ~ or has the discussion of 
this paper brought any such evidence to light., 

The President: I am sure we have to thank 
Mr. Croghan for his interesting reply, and especi
ally for his valuable facts in regard to carbon in 
'banket. I thought that the modern conclusion 
is that it is not the carbon itself that causes pre
cipitation but the gases occluded in it. If that 
is the case, then I see no discrepancy between the 
author's results and the question under discus
sion. 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF TAILING PULP 
PRIOR TO CYANIDING. 

By EDWARD H. JOHNSON, :1:{,LM.M. (Past-
President). 0 

Of late the necessity of good classification for 
efficient tube milling has been generally realised 
and discussed, * and with the removal of amalga
mation plates from the stamp mill the import
ance, of this operation is enhanced, in o~der to 
ensure that all coarse gold passes into the 
tube mill circuit for amalgamation, and none 
overflows into the cyanide plant. As regards 
another equally important phase of classification, 
the methods of separation of sand from slime 
in tailing pulp, as distinguished from concentra
tion of specifically heavier constituents of the 
ore, have undergone a number of developments 
since cyaniding first was practised on these fields. 
Commencing with the collection of sand in dams 
where products classified themselves with little 
artificial assistance, there folltwed the collection 
III rectangular pits, where' by means of a gate 

* See this·Junrnal, G. O. Smart, Feb., uno. Vol. X' I p. 28~. 
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overflow a fairly clean ~ sand was obtainable, the 
slime being settled in dams at a lower level. . As 
illustrating the natural concentration and 'classi
fication which takes place in a shallow stream of 
.low velocity the accompanying curve of values of 
sand collected in a pit 25 ft. x 50 ft. (for which I 
am indebted to Mr. J. H. -Johnson) is instructive. 
(Fig. -I.) An adaptation of this' principle was 
used effectively as a rr.eans of concentration prior 
to the war. * The cost of rehandling dam and 
'pit settlfld products led to the ereption of special 
vats for collecting purposes with filter bottoms 
and side or bottom discharge doors. Primarily 
these were fitted with Butters' distributors and 

. peripheral overflow of th~ slime. t Thfl relation ot 
pulp volume to the superficial area of the vat was 
not at first rflcognised, and where large diameter 
vats (in pr9portion to the .volume of pulp) were 
installed, the distributor fell into disrepute on 
account of the amount of slime collected with the 
sand,. and likewise because, being a moving device, 
it periodically required a little attention. This led 
to adjustable gate discharges at the periphery of 

... See this Jow"nal, VoL iL, p. 439. 
t See this Journal, Vol. 1, p. 15. 
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the vats with hose distributio~ of pulp:-the. 
system most extensively used orr ~he Hand to.day .. 
This system involves in- practice a number of 
miniature buddle concentrations, and may at
different moments eliminate sand or retain slime . 
according to the care exercised, whilst the· 
amount of slimy ( - 200 mesh) product retained ~ 
in the sand charge may ·be very large* All these. 
methods require that th6 sand so collected shall; 
be transferred to other vats for treatment, either 
from density of the settled' product or want of 
unifonilityof distribution. The danger of con
taminatng mill water acts also a a deterrent:. 
against dlrect treatment by cyanide ill the collect--
ing vats. . 

Three notewortqy attempts have been made to: 
produce a cleanly classified 'product which lllight 
advantageously be treated in the condition colo. 
lected. First, Mr. Hennen Jennings' system of 
hydraulic classification with inverted pyramidal 
classifiers at the Crown Heef. t As no slime 
treatment was practised at that date (about_ 

o. 

I 
I 

*See grading analysis of sand residue gh-ell in this Journal, 
~la.", 1010. Yo1. x.; p. 399. 

tSce this JO'U1'na.l, Yol. 1., p. 4. 
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1894) the elimination of 45% of the crushed 
ore to the slime dams, where it lay untreated, 
rendered the system uneconomical at the time for 
the separation of sand and slime, though exten
sively used for the separation prior to· lengthy. 
cyanide treatment of a coarse pyritic product 
termed "spitzlutte c·oncentrates." Second, Messrs. 
Hellmann &- Crosse's separation by Wilfley 
tables. This was effective, but where concentra-' 
tion was uneconomical proved expensive. The 
third method is that devised by Dr. Caldecott, 
and described in - a paper published in the 
August Jou1'nal of last year. As the 
East Rand Prop. Mines plants erected on 

AIR UF"T 
F"ILTER TABLE' 

~LUDGf PUMP 

. 
the continuous sand collecting system were· 
not completed until some months after the 
close of the discus&ion on his paper, I was unable 
to contribute from experience gained in operation,. 
and I now wish only to deal with the classifica
tion aspect of. this type of plant, the economic 
a'nd mechanical features having already been 
fully dealt with by the inventor himself. 

The combined East Rand plants of four 20 ft. 
sand filter tables, each with their complement of 
four primary cones (9 ft. x 8 ft.) and two 
washing cones (8ft. x 5 ft.) (flow sheet of' which is. 
gi ven in Fig. II.) have for some months been 
handling the, sand from approximately 4,000 tons. 

SAND VAT 

I. SLIME:. VAT 1 

~ 

FIG. II. 

~; 

f,.. -/" _ 
i'<'<. __ ~ .. 

'.~ --:;~~-~ ~~,~ -
.. '~ .-.~~v. .... _~"_~,, 

~ '~;.~f!~:.~ 
:~ ';.,;,:~ 
- ~'.1' 

:, .. ~V '.~ 

FIG. lIl.-General View of Continuolls Sand Plant (Cason Section). 
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FIG. rV.-Distribution of Pulp to Primary Cones. 

"''''-
- .' ~~'~J;~<'~~):;-"'1 

; ... 
j .. 

FIG. V.-Washing Cones, showing 'Vater Introduction. 
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of tailing per day, equivalent to nearly one anda 
half million tons of ore per annum, and effecting 
a separation of a little over 50% of the pulp 
as a slime containing on the average under 
2% remaining on a 200 mesh screen, The slime 
content of the sand deter'miDf'd by elutriatin.n is 
under 1 %, giving a product of extreme leachabi
lity in the condition in which it is collected, The 
coilection takes place in vats filII of ,solution and 
the distribution is by Butters' distributors, the 
solution overflowing the periphery and returning 
to the launder carrying the sand from the filter 
tables, The accompanying graph (see Fig, VI" 
p, 162) of the ,values of solut.ion leached during 
treatment of a collected charge, leaching commenc~ 
ing when' the Vl1.t is half full of sand, illustrates 
the rapidity with which solut.ion of the gold 
takes place without transfer or other means of 
disintegratio'n 'or aeration of the deposited sand, 

The efficiency of the classification is well illus
trated in the accompaniug grading and chemical, 

analysis, which" is typical of a considerable 
number that have been exeeuted,* 

It will be noted that whereas the - 200 sand 
collected "jth the sand product contains 8i% to 
9% of pyrite, the same,product (- ~OO s"nd) 
contained in the slime only ,contaips 1 :8% to 1'9% 
of pyrite, while the elutriated slime cpntains 1 % 
to li% pyrite, The data given ,shows thatth~ 
djaphragm cone classification not only serves to 
effect the retentiop of, th~ gr~at bulk of the 
pyrite in the sand, but that at the ~ame, time the 
size separation i~ Iikewi~e efficien,t, nearly all the 
- 200 mesh product in the tailing pulp going to 

the slime_plant whilst 88% Of the sand ,is + 200 
mesh, The ,relative percentages of pyrite in the 
various sand'grades bears also upon the question of 
tube mill classificfttion and crushing, showing the 
di~position 'of the friable and heavy 'pyrite to 
becolll'e comminuted in greater proportion than 
the silica, ' : 

* oompare Prou. 1.~!.'J/., Vol. xh'~, Oet:. 1904; p. 53. 
! [ ~ ! 

EAST RAND PROPRIETARY MINES, LnnTED,~SEdTION, ANGl<;LO, 
SAND CHARGE No, 4,650, ' 

Original. Residue, 
--- ----- ----'--, 

FeS2 2'65% 2:62% ; 
Gold 7'15 dwt, 0'75 di"t, 

Extraction =8951'. 

SCI'e-en. Grading pel' Pel' cent, h,l Per ~:nh~[al Gold dll't, Per cent of totalj' Dwt, Gold pel' 
cent. by" eight. weight of l"'eS~. ~-,elg ? e t pel' ton. Gold present. 1 per cent FeS2' 

-----0----- e 2 pIes n . . Ext.rae 

l~i'~\~,er :o\pe,rtur~, originJRe,si,dUC Originall~'eSidue Original Residue Original :ReSid\1~ ~l:~gillal Residue ;rig~~ ~si~u,el::';~;lt 
+ 60 :Ol,in, ' 8'4. 8'1 O'S8 0'80 2'8' ,,2'2 ,5:2: i'l"7'2 0'2 17'8 5'9, ,2'15, 66',9" 
+ 90 '006 in, ;J3'3 3iIJ' i-14 ,1,'08 14'1' 12'4 4~7" 'O'7cl" 22'1 32'] 4'1 0'70 S3'8, 
+200 '003 in, 46'3 450 2'68 2'65 46'3; 41'5 5'5 ,0'64 3(;'0 :~o'9 2'[ 0'24' 88'4 
-200 '003 ill, 12"0 14'0' 'S'22 IJ'UO '30'8; 43'9 21"1 1 0'i2 3ii'7 1:~'2 2'6 0 OS ~J6'o 
-------'------ --' -- --' :-- -,,-,-,-,-,--,-'---,-'---'--' "-,--

Al'erages:&;'l'otals,100'O '100'0, '2'68, 2',87100'0 :100'01,7'08 ,0'78 1000 100'0 2:64 0'27' 88'US 
------------------ --- --- ------ --- --- --- --- --

Concentrat~ 2'7 ,2'2505'97 74'0 71'5, (i3':51'oii-ii '9'8 1,,43'9 28'0 (,(;', 0'1391'0 
__ 'r~:~liiJg - _-_ 97'3 97'75 0~73' 0'98 28'!i i 36,'5 ~ 3'90:56 56'172'0 5'3 0'57 85'tj 

Averages & Totals 100'0100:0 2'49' 2'62 100'0 100'9 ,6'74, O'-ii, 100'0100'0 2,'71 0'29 88:58, 

Screen. 

SLDIE 'CHARC;E ~O, :4,:197,-Frolll above sand, 

Gl'ading pel' cmlt. PCI' c~nt l,,~ w~io'ht' 
by weight. qf }'eS 2' 0 

Gold dwt. 
per tOil. 

Extraction 

nesh perlill. in.! Aperturc. Original. Itcsidue.: Original. ·Residue. 'Ol'igillal. Rc:.;icille., Pe,r cent. 

--+~I-iJO:~il-I.-. ~ :2'41 -------,-,----,-

-,200 1- '003 Ill, 38'79 38'56' 

,Total Sand. ,n'o 40'97, 1 '81 1'90 4'8, (l'l6 96', 
Slime by eilltriation i>g'O 59'03, l'U9 ,1'25 2'0 0:06 97'0 

--- ---------- --- ---
Calculated assay 100'0 WO'O 1'39 1'52 :3'15 0'10 96'8:3 
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FIG. VI. 

~ The highest extraction is obtained in the pro
duct having the greatest percentage of pyrite and 
the finest comminution, showing that it is the fine
ness of crushing which is of value in extraction, 
not the elimination of pyrite. The column giving 
the calculated gold value. for each per cent. of 
pyrite indicates. this very clearly, the + 60 pro
duct containing only 0'80% pyrite giving 2'15 
d wt. for each per cent. of pyrite, as again~t the 
- 200 product containing 9'0% pyrite giving 
only 0'08 dwt. for each per cent. of pyrite. 
Also in the concentrate portion the extraction is 
91'1 % as against the sand 85'7%. 

The essential difference between the system of 
diaphragm cone classification and all previous 
efforts in this direction, is the maintenance of a 
large steady underflow containing a, minimum of 
moisture, as opposed to the usual thin fluid 
underflow, the slime elimination being propor
tionate to the reduction of moisture in the 
underflow. Classification by means of an uprising 
current of water is more suitable for the sepl)-ra
ation of coarse pyritic material in pulp. The 
~trectiven~ss of the s~stern of class~fication by 

the maintenance of mllllmum moisture content 
in the underflow is shown in the low slime con
tent of the sand and the low pyritic content of 
tJ;w slime. . 
LA somewhat novel feature of this system of 

classification is the fact that a ton of clean sand 
occupies a greater cubic space than under the 
older system. Conversely, a ton of settled slime 
containing much fine ( - 200 mesh) sand occupies 
less space. . The reason of this is that the voids 
(interstitial spaces) in the sand usually occupied 
in part by particles of slime are under this system 
true voids. Over 20,000 tons of the sand dis 
charged from the vats have been weighed to deter: 
mine this point, and has resulted in the certainty 
that the sand deposited under solution in this 
system of classi,fication occupies :l3'5 cub. ft. to 
the ton. ' 

This approximates very closely to the condition 
of a transferred ~and after application of solution. 
Coherent masses of sand or slime (lumps) are un
known; and the moisture' on d scharging averages 
10'8%. Similarly, determination of the slime has 
showT,l tha,t the \nclusioll of ~~e finest ~rodu,ct of 
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crushing ha:s resulted. in settlements con~aining 
36% moisture or 30 cup. ft. per ton; approxiIp.ating 
somewhat c!osely to vacuum filtration in moisture 
content. The den~ity of settlement will naturally 
vary with the amount of. argillaceous matter 
contained ill the ore::'"\ For the ·method· of deter
mination of the moiSture content of slime [ am 
indebted to Mr. R E. Sawyer, 'who designed the 
apparatus used (Fig. VII.), and carried ou t the 

(1'4' Rubbed'lJc/r,;',9 

'-2' CJCUI"" Abte 

·t 

I 
I 

,'Ape 

,I 
I 0 
,0 

nJ 

I 

~.,I 
.0 
III 
I 
I I 

FIG. VIT.-Slime Salllpling Apparatus. 
determinations. The following description of 
apparatus and method is by Mr. Sawyer:-

"The tonnage of slime is customarily deter
mined by mea~urement of the depth of settled 
slime after decantation of the .- upernatant water 
or ~olution, the presence of surface blisters being 
the indicator of good settlement as due to solution 
escaping from the lower layers under pressure. 
T1:~ uncertainty of sampling the large volume 
delIvere.d by a 12 in. pipe for specific gravity 
determination led to an effort to obtain a 
direct core sample for density determination, and 
after considerable experimental work the appara
tu:,. here described and illustrated proved most 
satJsfactor'y, 

Description of Appamtus and Jl{ethol.-The 
apparatus consists of a: long 1 in. pipe, into one 
e?d of which is screwed a circular disc 12 in. 
~,la.m~ter, to which is glued a i in. rubber disc. 
IIIIS IS lowered into the tank when empty and 
securely fa.stened to the pla.tform. to the centre Qf 

the· vat, the lower end restingfia.Lon the bottom 
. of. the tank. The charge· is then. pum ped in -and 
'allowed tv settle and the solution decanted in the 
'~rdinary way. An 11 in; galvanised iron pipe, 
fitted with centre guides is then slipped over the 
1 in .. pipe and dropped into. the' tank, falling 
freely arout 12 ft. The depth of the slime in
.side and outside the pipe is then accurately 
measured. A block of wood lined with rubber 
is sliwed on to the top of the pipe and the 
whole thing clamped and tightened up with a big 
wing nut. The charge is then washed out of the 
vat and the contents of the pipe transferred to 
tared vessels, weighed and dried, after re-measure
ment inside the 11 in. pipe to ensure no leakage 
has taken place. The big pipe is calibrated by 
weighing when filled with water to various. depths. 

j'y/ethod oj Calculation.-Wy now have data 
for two independent methods of calculation. 

(a) By volume. (b) By weight. 
(a) The volume and weight of the slime 

sample, and weight .of equal volurrie of water is 
known. From these the specific gravity of the slime 
lJUlp is calculated and the specific gravity of the 
dry slime being known, all other details, such as 
per cent. moisture and cubic feet per ton, are 
easily determined. * The specific gravity of the 
dry slime was determined in the laboratory from 
a number of samples taken at two minute 
intervals from the discharge pipe. 

(b) The wet and dry weight of the slime 
sample being obtained by direct weighing, the 
per cent. moisture, etc., are at once known. 

FOr"ln qf Obser'vations and Calculations.-
Depths 

Date 22.i.l0. First Third Outside Inside 
Se('tion. Section. Pipe. Pipe. 

ft. in. ft. in. in. in. 
Charge No. 72 
Tank No. 15 22'--23 29 30 

CorrectionR for internal and external dimensions. 
Total. Water lb. Slime lb. 
:2'98 1'79' 1'19 

as ~ o. .,,; 
'" "" . ~ as 

"" ~B '" . ~>. ~~ :.:. '" a 0;0, 

~ ~ 0 
Q) 0" ~ ~ Q)~ 

8~~ Eo< Z o~ Cl~ Z~ 

A 1 98 23'5 15'9 161'98· 149'0 102 103'19 
2 108 23'5 

Per cen t. moisture. cub. ft. per tOil. 

Byvclu~e 3~'6 2Y'3 
By weight 36'3 :!9'6 

The results obtained from these two method~ 
should agrp.e to' within 1 % of moisture. With 
reasonable care an even closer agreement can be 
obtained any difference between measure inside 
and outside pipe is tahn to be due to loss of 
slime at 60% moisture. This figure was taken 
after many experimeIlts, and is on the safe side. 
It makes, however, very little difference to the 
result." 

• S~e this .J OUrllnl, Vol. ii., Pl" 837 an~ 374 .• 
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The President: I am sure we are unanimous 
in according a hearty vote of thanks to our 
esteemed Past-President for his present. paper. I 
would only like to remark that the work done 
reflects the greatest credit on the East Rand 
Proprietary Mines and on the inventor of the 
scheme. 

NOTES ON THE OCCURRENCE AND 
CONCENTRATION OF TIN ORES. 

By C. FRED. THOMAS (Member). . 

Cassiterite and the commm'cially imp01·tant 
associated minerals.-Cassite1·ite is the mineral 
from which practically all tin is obtained. It 
occurs sometimes massive, sometimes granular 
and often so finely disseminated that its presence 
is difficult to detect. 

Respecting its commercially important asso
ciated minerals :-Woifi'am is a by-product cf 
importance in ::::pain, Cornwall lind the Straits 
Settlements. Its specific gravity' is almost the 
same as that of cassiterite so that a separation 
by means of wet concentration' is impossible. 
Previous to the use of magnetic separation, 
roasting with carbonate of soda was lised, the 
wolfram being converted into tungstate of soda. 
The Wetherill magr:.etic separator W9.S first used 
in Spain for the separation of wolfram from 
cassiterite. Germany is the largest buyer of wol
fram,. and there by electric smelting it is converted 
into tungsten and ferro-tungsten. Its value has 
fluctuated during recent years from 16s. to 
57s. 6d. per unit of tungstic acid per long ton. 
Tungsten is used in the manufacture of high 
speed steel. At East Pool mine (Cornwall), over 
20 years ago, the wolfram was separated from the 
tin ores and sold at a price ranging from £2 to 
£4 per ten. '1'he present price for 65% tungstic 
acid is approximately £100 per ton. ° . 

Mispickel.-An extraction exceeding 1 "I 
arsenious anhydride (AS20 3) from tin ores is n~t 
uncommon. After roasting selected mispickel, 
the residues often contain over 5% cassiterite. The 
value of arsenious anhydride has varied from £12 
to £34 per long ton during the last six years. 
The extraction of mispickel is low by wet 
concentration, and selection previous to milling 
is advisable. 

Chalcopyrite and othe1' coppm' bem-ing 
minm-als. Wet concentration for the extraction 
of these various sulphides is unsatisfactory. In 
the C<tlstock mines, East Cornwall, the ore 
averaged '5 to '7% of copper. The concentrate 
previous to roasting averaged 2'5 to 3°1 copper. 
'1'he recovery by precipitation was 7d~ per ton 
milled, with copper averaging £60 per ton. 

The calcination was forced, and waste burnt 
leavings contained 1 to '1'5% copper, probably 
due to conversion into the insoluble oxide by too 
great heat. 

Silver.-Selected copper ores in East Cornwall 
averaged 1 oz. of silver in each unit of copper. 
Cross-courses have proved rich in silver near the 
contact with the tin bearing lodes. 

Stannine, T1:n PY1'ite 01' Bell .Meta,l 01'e, which 
is a combined sulphide of tin, copper and il'Ou, 
is a' comparatively rare mineral found near the 
contact of slates with granite. It is probable 
that the extraction of tin from this mineral after 
roasting would be very low. 

P1-od1~ction of T'in.-The world's production of 
tin is approximately 100,000 tons per year. The 
Strai ts Settlemen ts, Boli via and Banka Billi ton 
account for 85% of the total, whilst Australasia 
Cornwall and Africa produce 12 to 13%. 
Bohemia and Saxony are working low grade 
cassiterite ores associated with wolfram and 
bismuth. Wood axles and lifters for the stamps 
were in use there in 1907. In the Province of 
Yunnan, Western China. there are several 
thousand Chinese working on low' grade ores, but 
the bulk of the production does not reach the 
coast. Alluvial workings are responsible for the· 
chief source of production, but the proportion of 
mined cassiterite is rapidly increasi'ng. 

Occurrence.-Cassiterite is mined from various 
. deposits, which include: Lodes, fissures, beds, 
pipes. stockwerk~, contacts and" gash veins," but 
in all the cases I am acquainted with, granite if; 
'found in the near vicinity. 

In Cornwall, Dolcoath is mining from a 
depth of approximately 3,000 ft. The lodes 
strike nearly east and west, and dip south, In 
the slates (upper levels) these lodes were worked 
for copper, but on their entering granite at 
greater depth, the amount of copper decreased, 
whilst that of cassiterite increased. The ore 
from the bottom of the mine scarcely requires 
calcination, this being due to the fact that, there 
the sulphides have almost disappeared. The ore 
is extremely hard and tough, and the cassiterite 
is very finely disseminated throughout. The 
concentrate from this ore is almost free from/ 
impurities, whose presence might have a hardeni6g 
tendency on the metal, <tnd, as sold, contains 7 to 
9% moisture. The average assay value of the 
concentrate is 64% to 66% tin, and, because of the 
fluidity of the tin product in smelting, it realizes 
a comparatively high price. 

The Carn Brea, East Pool and South Crofty 
mines are working on lodes striking approximately 
east and west,' but some lodes dip north and 
others south. . The north dipping lodes fault 
those dipping south, It is peculiar that the 
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younger or north dipping. lodes contain the I?ost 
complex ores, wolfram bemg one 'of .the contamed 
minerals. Elvans in the granite often contain 
cassiterite on the faces only. 

In . the Transvaal the tin-bearing pi pes are 
unique and are found in granite. In the felsites 
I have found tourmaline "eyes," measuring a 
few inches, containing cassiterite. Some tourma
line outcrops in felsite show traces of cassiterite. 
The shales where they have been intersected by 
the narrow fissure veins have been highly silicified 
and contain impregnations of finely disseminated 
cassiterite. (Dolcoath has mined granite contain
ing 30 to 40 lb. of cassiterite per ton for great 
widths near the walls of the main lode.) 'Warm 
springs are found near the cassiterite deposits of 
the Transvaal, and are also encountered at depth 
in the Cornish mines; possib,ly an indication in 
favour of the infiltration theory. It is important 
to note that no tin mines in this country have 
yet attai.ned.a vertical depth ~f 400 ft .. 

Bolivwn tm ores often con tam a conslderable 
proportion of antimony and wolfram. Their 
production has rapidly increased during the last 
few years. 

Concentration. - The concentration of cas
siterite is a widely discussed problem, and plants 
must vary according to the particular :ores to be 
treated. I venture the opinion that the average 
extraction obtained from mined cassiterite does 
not exceed 80%. Previous to designing a plant I 
should strongly advise preliminary tests with the 
vanning shovel, with which much valuable 
information can be obtained Particular 'atten
tion should be paid to any sulphides that may be 
present, to prove whether these sulphides contain 
cassiterite. 

Slime accounts for the greatest proportion of 
loss in freed cassiterite. A mill dropping 90 
times per minute will create more slime propor
tionately than with 100 drops. Pneumatic 
stamps dropping 135 to 140 timee per minute 
will not slime to the same extent as a Californian 
mill with the same mesh screening. Possibly 
the greater agitation in the mortar box may 
account for this. 

Sand from a modern plant with good classifi 
cation should not be worth further treatment (or 
the tailing from the tables in front of 'the mill can 
he made too low in grade for further consideration). 
'rile object'of wet concentration is to eliminate 
the maximum amount of the crushed ore as 
\~aste in the first concentration. In a par
tICular case with a recovery of 29 lb. cassiterite 
and wolfram per ton, the rough sand assayed 
j.:- to 3 lb. per ton; a concentration of 
th.13 sand was attempted by various means but 
Wlt~ p.ractically no result, proving that the 
CI1Ssltente was not free. 
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Chemical analysis of the ore and tailing is 
useful, but it only shows actual recovery. It 
does not give information regarding how to con
centrate by means of water, as one is dependent 
on the specific gravities of the minerals. I am 
aware of no plant obtaining an extraction equal 
to that of an expert with the vann'ing shovel. 
The man in charge of all preliminary concentration 
must, to a very great extent, rely on vanning 
shovel test,. Chemical analysis is of vital 
importance in the final treatment of tin and 
wolfram concentrates. 

Plant. - As descriptive of modern practice 
I append notes on a plant erected at South 
Crofty mine, Cornwall, in 1906-7 for treating 
complex ore containing cassiterite, wolfram, 
arsenic and copper, and also working data in con
nection therewith. 

Headgear 80 ft. high, grizzlies 1~ in. apart. 
Fine to bin and mill. Hough sorted and then to 
18 in. x 10 in. jaw rock breaker, then to trommel 
with Ii: in. holes. Fine to bin and mill. Rough 
to sorting belt and on to 15 in. x 9 in. jaw rock
breaker. Mine trucks hoisted in cage and 
arrangements made for sending through complex 
or simple ores separately. 

~1ill, 40 heads, 1,065 lb. Bremner mortar 
boxes with rounded corners. Drop 7i in. Dis
charge Ii in. to 2t in. Drops per min. 102. 
20 mesh gun metal screening. (NOTE.-Gun 
metal screens costing 9d., as co'mpared with steel 
4~d., per sq. ft., stood 5 days, as against 36 to 
4tl hours.) 30 b.h. p. motor to each 10 heads. 
Cam shaft to each 5 heads, . Duty 2'8 to 2'9 
long tons per 2·i hours. 

Classification into four divisions by Luhrig 
classifiers ;-

No. 1 rough to buss tables-
gf{a. Concentrate to calciner. 

;:§ o. Middle head ~o ,tube mill. 
.~ c. Tailing to waste, 

No.2 rough to frue vanners-

{
a. Concentrate to calciner. 
b. Tailing to waste. 

No. 3 rough to frue vanners-

{
a. Concentrate to calciner. 
b. Tailing to waste. 

No. 4 slime to settlers then to buss dimers, rag 
frames and round tables-

{
a. Concentra:te to calciner. 
b. Tailing to waste. 

l'uoe 1nills or pul verisers taking the middle 
head from buss tables, together with various 
products after calcination. 
To frue vanners-· 

{

a. Concentrate to calciner. 
b. Tailings classified: slime re

treated, sand to waste .. 
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In pulverising .great attelition must be paid, 
so that a minimum quantity is converted into 
slime, the regulation of the tube mills depend
ing on the grain of the cassiterite contained in 
the sand. 

Strips.-All tailing passed through strips 
nieasuring 80 ft. to 100 ft. in, length and 15 in. 
to 18 in. wide. Grade 1 in 8. The concentrate 
obtained treated according to quality. 

Concentrate previous to roasting was obtained 
in four sizes. The average value was: 
Cassiterite 180 to 190 lb. per ton 
Wolfram 40 to 60 lb. 

" Mispickel, equivalent to 
arsenious anhydride ::JOO to 250 lb. 

" A small amount of copper. 
Calcination by means of five .Brunton calciners 

each with 15 ft. diameter revolving beds. The 
ironwork in each weighed 14 tons, and the 
inclusive erected cost for each calciner was 
approximately £500. Capacity per calciner 
per day of ::J4 hours was for a sweet roast 
4. to b tons of concentrate, and the coal 
consumption averaged 10 to 12 cwt. The 
inclusive cost of roasting one ton of concentrate 
varied from 48. to 5s. The tonnage calcined as 
complued with the tonnage milled varied from 
10% to 15%. 

Arsenic flues built of masonry, with plate iron 
doors, were provided for each chamber. These flues 
were cleaned out every four to eight weeks, 
and the quantity of arsenical soot, averaging 92 
to 95% arsenious anhydride, As20 a, varied from 
40 to 80 tons. This product was. sold locally 
for refining, and its value per ton varied from £8 
to £28 12s. 9d. 

.Magnetic Separation.-Two Wetherill separa
tors were erected at.il-n inclusive cost of nearly 
£2,000. A considerable amount of experimental 
work was necessary and it was found advisable 
to feed No.1 rough concentrate direct to the 
separators from the calciners at a temperature of 
approximately 1000 F. Nos. 2, 3 and 4 concen
trates were brought by means of further 
concentration after calcination to 65 - 70% 
cassiterite and wolfram j dried in a revolving 
cy linder' and then passed through the separators. 
No. 1 separator: 2 magnets were used for the 

strongly magnetic iron product, and 4 mag
nets were used for the weakly magnetic 
wolfram product. 

No. 2 separator: 2 magnets were' used for the 
strongly magnetic iron product, and· 2 mag
nets were used for the weakly magnetic 
wolfram product. 

The iron product contained 3% to 8% cassite~. 
rite, but. very little in a free state. The current 
to. these :magnets varied froni.-1· 5 to 3 amps. at 
110 volts: '.-

The wolfram product' averaged 40% to 55% of 
tungstic acid. The 'current to' these magnets 
varied from 10 to 14 amps. at no volts. .This 
product was sent to lead tanks 20 .ft.·x 5 ft. x 
1'25 ft., and a charge per tank was about 4' tons. 
Concentrated sulphuric acid was added to cover 
the charge, and .the time of. acid treatment varied 
from five to se.ven days. After a. thorough 
washing and drying the residue was passed again 
through the separators. The amount of cassiterite 
liberated varied from 10% to. 25%. Sulphuric 
acid cost £2 7s. per ton at the mine, and the 
consumption was 10 cwt. per ton of wolfram. , 
The non-magnetic portion coutaining the cas
siterite was easily cleaned and made market
able. 

It is impossible to give complete details of 
treatment in a paper of this kind, and I. have 
therefore omitted mention of kieving, buddling, 
etc., for final cleaning. 

Uopper.-The solution from the first concen
tration after roasting was sent to the precipitation 
tanks. 

Electn'cal Power Costs.- Power was bought at· 
0·45d. per unit plus .£6 per k. w .. of maximum 
demand per annum, the peak having to remain 
constant for, 20 minutes. The average cost was 
0'7 d. per unit. The price quoted for electrical 
power on winding engines was 1·5d. per'unit, and 
steam winders were iustalled accordingly. 

Ana,lysis of_Power Costs. ~~n~~hV:J. 
Magnetic separators 0'60 
Vannefs, tables, slimers, etc. 1':!3 
Calciners and small. concentrators 0'33 
Return water service 0'57 
Mill 9'32 

. Lighting ... 0'53 
Pulverisers or small tube 'mills 0'7.6 
Rock·breakers, trommel and sorting bel L... 1'85 
Condensing plant... 0'23 

Marketable Products Recovered.
Cassi.terite 23 lb. per long ton 

15'42 

containing 62 to 6~% Sn. 
Wolfram .6 lb. per long ton 

containing .... ' 60 to 65% W<?a/ 
Arsenic soot 1 to 1'3% con-

taining 92 to 95% As20 a; 
A small am<?unt of cupper. 

The iron prOduct from the separators was sold 
to the smelters direct and averaged 3% to 8% 
8n02• Smelters paid a high value for tin 
contents in order to sec~re the iron for smelting. 

l'ke Tailings after' passing ·through strips, 
were settled in three large ponds, and the o.verc. 
flow water was rflturned to the mill' by centrifu-·· 
gal pumps. . 
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No.' 1 pond contained chiefly sands averaging 
5 lb. cassiterite and wolfram per ton. 

No. 2 pond contained chiefly middles and slime 
averaging 12'3 lb. cassiterite and wolfram 
per ton. 

~o. 3 pond contained slime averaging 15'0 lb. 
cassiterite and wolfram per ton. 

The fine sand and slime settled in Nos. 2 and 
3 [Jonds were' re-treated. A test made ,with the 
slime from No.3 fond on a frue vanner, wIthout 
the side shake, gave a recovery of 53%. 

Notes on a Plant enc/ed in South Africa fJr 
ve1'Y fine grained cassiterite.-Grizzly bars, 1 tin. 
apart. Rock-bre::.ker, 20 in. x 10 in. jaw to 
Ii in. Mill: 10 heads weighted t9 1,400 lb. ; 
drop, 7! in.; 102 drops per min.; discharge, 
2 in, to 2! in.; 16 mesh screen; duty, 3'1 to 3'4 
short tons per head per 24 hours. Classification 
into four divisions: No.1 rough to No.5 Wilfley 
tables, elevator wheel for returning middle head 
discarded; No. 2 to 6 ft. frue vanners; No. 3 to 
6 ft. frue vanners; No. 4 slime to rag frames 
and round tables. Calcination in a small rever ' 
beratory furnace for pyritic concentrate. Con
centrates as shipped assayed 50% to 56% Sn and 
90% would pass 150 mesh screening. 

Reporting Values.-Unless the company 'is 
smelting its concentrates and producing metallic 
tin, values should be given in coneentrates. With 
values given in metallic tin the values of the 
ore can not be calculated by referring to the 
cash price in London. One ton of metallic tin 
in one class of concentrate is not of the same 
value as a ton in another class of concentrate. 

The following example will illustrate this :
Consider two shipments, each containing 7 tons 
of tin 'Veta\. We will assume cash price of tin 
in London £145, with three months delivery 
£143. 

No. 1 Shipment. 
10 long tons of concentrate assaying 

70% at .£92 per ton ... . .. £920 0 0 

No. :3 Shipment. 
] 4 long tons of concentrate assaying 

50% at £56 per ton ... ... 784 0 0 
Less additional transport in the 

extra 4 tons... 24 0 0 

£760 0 0 
'l'he tin metal m No.1 shipment 

realized pe r ton ... £131 8 6 
The tin metal in No. :3 shipment, 

realized per ton ... 108 11 6 

In each case per ton of metallic tin-, ---
the approximate difference is ... 22 17 0 

Due allowance has also to be made for such 
impurities as copper, wolfram, sulphur, arsenic 
silica, etc., and the penali.;ation for these impuri~ 
ties. 

Smelters' Char·ges.-The difference between the 
cash yalue of tin compared with that at three 
months is usually an important factor to consider, 
however, during the past one or two years there 
has been no very wide difference: 
, In Liverpool and Cornwall the ticketings for 

or pu1?lic auctions of tin: concentrates from 
various parts of the world show very keen 
competition among the smelters. The Cornish 
ticketings are small as compared with those at 
Liverpool, but fortnightly sales often realise over 
£20,000. For medium grade concentrates exceed
ing 62% tin metal, one can estimate approximately 
the cash price per ton of concentrate. With 
cash and three months values within £3 to 
.£5 per ton: (A.) Allow a margin of £2 to £3 
below cash price. (B.) Deduct 6'25% from assay 
value. We will assume cash value of tin in 
London £145, and at three months £142, assay 
value of concentrate 66'25%. :Make up price on 
£143 a.nd 60%, all calculations being to the 
nearest 2s. 6d. Price = £85 15s. Od. It is 
reasonable to expect a somewhat higher value per 
unit for 70% than 62% concentrate, but th'ese 
figures will be found approximately correct. 

If concentrates are sold by private' treaty an 
arrangement is sometimes made with the smelter 
on a basis of, say, £8 per ton smelting charge on 
70% concentrates and an extra 5s. to lOs: per 
unit below 70%. If the smelters charge per ton 
of concentrate on,66'25%, is approximately £10, 
then for 50% concentrate the charge may be 
from £15 to £17 per ton. -

Future Prospects of Tin Mining in the Trans
vaal.-Origin of the Cassiterite.-'· Granite is 
the mother of tin" is an old Cornish expression 
with a great amount of meaning. Concentrates 
obtained from granite, not in' the vicinity of 
known lodes have shown traces of tin. Felsites 
in the Transvaal contain cassiterite in small 
quantities widely distributed, and small fissures 
in this rock often contain rich impregnations. 

Infiltration is a theory difficult to disprove. 
Taking the impottant tin mines of this country, 
the Zaaiplaats and Groenfontein pipes seem to in
dicate infiltration from beneath. They are possibly 
old geysers filled by means of infiltration. Rooi
berg lodes show impregnations of the surround
ing country rock with cassiterite along bedding 
planes. The deposition from solution will occur 
where the solution can most easily percolate. 
The South African Tin Mines show well defined fis
sures in shales, with impregnation of cassiterite 
in the shales near the fissures. Further ex
ploration in depth is necessary to prove these 
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deposits, but every fact seems to.argue in favuur 
of the source being beneath. If so, the future 
prospects are bright. It is reasonable' to 
look for large deposits with depth, and although 
poor zones will probably be met with, depth is 
the important factor. 
, J'in Ores.-A close study of these ores is 
qecesRary,and they will probably prove an 
important national asset. Attention should be 
given to the sulphides in thes~ deposits, and re
sults mayprove that cassiterite is closely associated 
with them. A pyritic ore requires more atten
tion from a concentratiou standpoint but the 
additional cost of treatment by calcination, 
etc., should not exceed Is. per ton milled. Soine 
difficult ores for 'concentration have been en
countered, but with depth such difficulties may 
not be met with. Complex ores are to be 
expected, particularly in deposits above the 
granitic rocks. Slime may not have had the 
necessary treatment, and great losses in extrac
tion have occurred for this reason. 

Gener'al Rernarks.-Mining-The tin miner 
pays great attention to the amount of ore that 
can be mined after the blast, and he is careful to 
keep at hand the necessl\ry tools, for this work. 
The single hammer is not general m mining tin 
ores, because of the hardness and toughness.of 
the rock. It IS usual to see two hammers to 
each drill and often 20 drills are used per t~n 
mined. The blast dislodges a proport.ion of ore 
but a considerable amount is fractured and can 
be dislodged by tools previou& to starting drilling 
again. 

It appears from the examples quoted the mill 
duty is low; generally tin ore is hard and tough 
and miLl duties very· low accordingly. 

On Ra'nd ore the tonnage per head per day 
with similar screeniI1g would probably be double 
those quoted. 

Concentration.-Sizing for fine grained cas
siterite is unsatisfactory, and one is dependent on 
hydraulic classification. It is essential to have 
clear.water for the concentrating machinery, and 
the greatest care is necesRary in regard to water 
supply, grade and speed of each concentrator. 
Regularity of speed is most important, and a 
separate drive for the concentrating plant is 
advisable. 

The particulars given of values from the large 
settling ponds prove the difficulties encountered 
from a slime standpoint. The proportion of 
slime from 20 mesh screening with 102 drops per 
min. was nearly 35% on complex ores. 

'Magnetic separation on concentrated slime has 
given mos,t unsatisfactory results, It is a question 
whether it would not be advisable to treat slime 
col).taining wolfram and cassiterite by roasting 
with carbonat9 'of soda. . . 

Elevators' for pulp should be avoided if 
Jlossible. The minimum height required from 
the top of the mill bin to 'the concentration floor 
is approximately 42ft. 

Extraction must vary according to grade and 
cla~s of the ore to be treated. Taking cassiterite 
and the important associated minerals, the order 
of extraction according to percentage of recovery 
would be:-

1. Cassi teri teo 
2. Wolfram. 
3. Mispickel. 
4. Chalcopyrite. 
5. Stannine. 

Although wolfram is slightly higher in specific 
gravity than cassiterite, in crushing it creates 
rhombic Hakes that are not so easily saved by 
wet concentration as the powdered cassiterite. 

Classification after the first concentr'l,tion on 
frue vanners for particular ores is advocated. It 
is claimed that an extraction on frue vanners 
without classification i!> satisfactory. Dolco~,th 
sends the unclassified pulp direct to frue vanners. 

Shiprnent of l'·in Concentrates.-Dried slime 
concentrate is difficult to handle because of'dust. 
If the slime .::oncentrate is kept separate, it is 
advisable to sack it with from 3% to 5% of mois
ture present to prevent leakage through °sacks. 

The President: I have much pleasure in 
moving a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Thomas 
for his interesting ·paper. The paper contains a 
number of practical hints which I think will be 
of value to our tin miners. 

GRADING ANALYSES AND THEIR; 
APPLICATION. 

(Read at May Jleeting, 1910.) 

By H. STADLER (Associate) .. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. E. H. Johnson (Past President): When 
contributing, in July,' to the discussion on 
this paper, I promised to give particulars of 
certain experimental work then being carried out, 
having for its object the increase of capacity of a 
crushing nnit consisting of 10 stamps and tube 
mill. rrhis object, as forecasted' in my previous 
contribution, I hoped to attain by the separation 
of the fine ore at the feeder, and the direct 
delivery of this .0 the t)lQe)~llll, I now wish to 
give results of. ~his exp~.r.iment. . .. 

The apparatus used .. i~:H. specially design~c1 
feeder, w4iclt als'o ac~s, as the separator, and 
governs the amount of fine, ore fed to the tube 
mill, in proportion ~o. the a,moul)t of coar,se o~e 
fed to the 1ltamp. . The~.:resu)fobtained was 
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a duty of 26'1 tons per stamp with a final pulp 
containing 0'5% remaining on ,the 90 (006 in: 
aperture) mesh screen .. That is, 10 stamps and 1 
tube mill crushed 261 tons in 24 hours. The 
following are the grading results and particulars 
of the trial :-

Coc~1"se Cn~shin9 Experimcnt,-6/l1/10. 
Screen 9 mesh. Wire '091. Aperture '284. 
10 stamps, and 1 tube mill 5 ft. 6 in. x 22 ft. 
Running weight of stamp 1,634 lb. 
Drop st in. 
Discharge 2t in. 
Duty 26'134 tons. 

Gmdings. 
Screens J..Iaunders. . Final 
, , (Separated at ~'eeder) pulp. 

+ 3 24'3 
+ 6 13'3 27'1 

+ 10 9'0 9'7 
+ 20 19'2 13'7 
+ 40 16'5 7'3 
+ 60 7'0 2'7 
+ 90 7'2 2'S 0'5 

+ 200 7'8 ~'9 15'5 
- 200 20'0 9'5 84'0 
Comparing this result .with single-stage cru~1-

ing, where a duty of 5'S8 tons per stamp with 1;600 
mesh (,015 in aperture) and the following grading 
was obtained :-

Per cent,. 
+ 60 (01) 8'7 
+90 ('006) 16'5 

+'200 (003) 17'1 
- 200 2.4'9 

Slime (elutriated) 32'1 
a comparison of efficiency per h. p. may be made. 
10 stamps (4'5 h.p. per stamp) and Itrtbe mill 
(105 h,p.) consumed 150 h:p. in reducing 261 
tons to the grading' given. Single stage crushing 
to accomplish the same· duty, but to the coarser 
final pulp given above, would have needed 44 
stamps requiring 198 h.p. There is, therefore an 
increased efficiency per -h.p. of 32%. The sur
face. of fracture of the final pulp in. each case 
works out as follows :-

Sin,c;Ze Stage Crttshing.-129,782 sq . .in. sur
face of fracture. 

DOt~Ole Stage U1·ttshiny (with separation of 
fine).-169,967 sq. in. surface of fracture. As 
comjJared with single stage crnshing the double 
stage shows an increase'of 32% in h.p. efficiency 
and 31 % in grinding efficiency. 

!'-~ a factor in gold ore reduction, I am of the 
"pillIOn that we are only jnst beginning to realise 
the possibilities of the tube mill. It has been too 
~end.erly treated in the size of ore particles fed to 
It up to the present, and its gluttony for work 
has. not been properly appreciated. On the data 
aVaIlable the author's condemnation of the tube 
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mill as mechanically inefficient must, I think, be 
judged" not proven." , 

It would be of interest if the author would 
give the name of the publication in which an 
account appears of Prof. Kick's work upon the 
laws of ore crushing, and if he 'would likewise 
give ns details' of the. confirmatory experimental 
work on which Kick's mathematical deductions 
were based. So eminent an authority as Prof. 
Richards,* who deals exhaustively with.the work 
of Rittinger and Van Reytt, makes no reference to 
Kick, whilst Warwickt states that the bulk of 
recent work by German investigators supports 
Rittinger's views. 

SAND-FILLING ON THE WITW ATERS
RAND. 

(Read at June Meeting, 1910.) 

By EDGAR PAlII, A.R.S.M. (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. J. David Marquard '(Member): Thanks 
are due to MI'. Edgar Pam for his pajJer on Sand 
Filling on the Rand. The few remarks I am 
about to make are not for the purpose of criticis
ing, for no one can afford to criticise as yet; the 
subject is still in its infancy, and we mining men 
here must help to make it a success. I will say 
right away now that much of our future good 
and safe mining will depend greatly upon our 
successful sand filling. 

I have just returned from a trip abroad; and 
spent some little time' at Kattowitz in Silesia, 
where sand filling is largely iri vogue. It will be 
just as well to remind you that sand filling has 
done much for Silesia. It was started there some 
six years ago by one of the cleverest engineers in 
the district. His ideas were largely criticised; he, 
however, persevered under trying circumstances, 
for some of the difficulties were great. Most of 
these difficulties have now been practically over
come, with the resnlt that to-day one mine is 
putting down 7,500 tons per day. The ultimate 
result· now is that his mines are working cheaper 
and are safer than others in the neighbourhood; 
his critics are convinced aild art' now sand fill
ing also. Numerous advantages have been gained 
in Germaay by this system, but that does not 
directly affect us. I will proceed to some of 
the problems that confront us here, but leave 
you with a diagram showing the different stages 
of the system as there carried out. 

The. problems facing us are more compli
cated and present more difficulties and dangers 

* A Text Book of Ore Dressing. p. WO, 1000. 
t The l1hniJlV World, .Jnly 30, lU10, p. Ii;;. 
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than'do those of Silesia. True, they have learned 
much by hard experience, from which we can get 
a good start. There is much literature on this 
subject from theoretical points of view; this is 
largely a practical subject here and must be dealt 
with in a practical way. . 

Surface 1'7·anslJort.-This will valY on different 
mines, depending largely upon the respective 
elevations of cyanide tanks, dumps and, shaft 
collars. The surface work on the whole will 
present no great difficulties. There is no reason 
why we cannot sluice the sand with monitor jets 
direct from our old dumps into launders and so 
transport it to the shaft tops, or we may lift 
our current sands (chemically treated against 
cyanide,. etc.) with water from a sump near the 
cyanide tanks (by means of elevator buckets, 
centrifugal pumps, or in some cases start up our 
disused tailings wheels) to such a height as will 
give good drops for launders to the shafts. It is 
very essential that the slush should be as thick 
as possible; a good mixture is 60% sand and 40% 
water by volulUe. A launder with 20% dip will 
allow of this mixture flowing freely. On the 
Robinson these launders are lined with cement 
castings, a very good protection indeed. The' 
manager there informed me that these castings 
are made on the property comparatively cheaply. 
The chemical destruction of cyanide must be left 
to our cyanide managers, whose duty it will be 
to see that the slush is in a safe state for the 
mllles. 

Comparison between Silesian and Rand Filling 
.Material.-From the diagram it will be seen 
that the Silesian sand is sent down with various 
admixtures, such as clay, slags, stones, bricks, 
etc. These admixtures have beneficial and detri-· 
mental effects :- . 

Beneficial Eij'ects.-(a) The clay lubricates the 
pipes, aiding tmnsport. 

(b) The clay with fine slags has a binding 
effect underground; after one year the sand 
is as solid and compact as sand stone, 
requiring a hammer to break a bit off. 

(c) Slags and other materials give a certain 
am?unt of porosity to the mass, aiding 
dralllage. 

(d) The sand particles are rounded, unlike 
ours, which are angular. . 

(e) The ferruginous ad.m~xtures aJso give bind
ing effect, for some little chemical action 
takes place. 

Detrimental Effects. - (a) The clay causes 
trouble on the surface, sticking to the 
mechanical shovels, an.d.choking the crushers, 
grizzlies, etc., 

(b) Slags, bricks, etc., scour the pipes. 

For comparison take our material;' we' find it 
is nearly pure silica, with cyanide and cyanide com
pounds. It is not ferruginous, and we have no 
admixtures for bindil1g or cohesion. On tunnel· 
ling into our dumps we find in the centre, 
although the sand is subjected to good pressure, 
absolutely no cohesion. This non-cohesive aiffi
culty is one of the greatest we have to overcome. 
Our sand packs very well, as can be seen at the 
mines now filling. Whilst this sand is moist it 
appears to have some cohesive power' once it 
dries though there will be no cOhesibn, and a 
portion of the resultant pressure of the over 
lying strata will be ,transmitted to the supporting 
barriers; I refer to stopes with good dip. It 
certainly will be beneficial to get our sand as 
cohesive as possible behind our barriers. Around 
our mines there is a good thickness of red ferru
ginous ' clayey soil; this is often used for brick· 
making. I.have tried the following mixtures on 

. the surface with fair success :-
90% sand 10% RF.* soil plus water. Some 

cohesion and porosity. , 
80% sand 10% RF. soil plus water plus 10% 

fine ash. Some cohesion anq porosity. 
80% sand 20% RF. soil plus water. Good 

cohesion and porosity. . . 
70% sand 20% RF. soil plus water plus 10% 

rough ash. Good cohesion and good porosity. 
Probably future experiments will find us a 

good cohesive mixture. It is worth some experi
ment. The RF. s0il can be shovelled with 
mechanical shovels on sites for future slimes 
dams, the e~cavations' being finally used for 
damming slime. , 

P1pes.-The matter of suitable pipes for trans
pon in the shafts and elsewhere is a very impor
tant matter. The wood-lined pipes described by 
the author are similar to those used'in Silesia. In 
some mines there is a tendency to condemn these. 
pipes already. It will be well to give them a 
good trial though, for they are quite successful 
abroad. In their pipes in Silesia they have :-

(a) Clay for lubrication. 
(b) Good inside diameter, lessening velocity. 
(c) Grains :)f sand rounded. 
(d) Pure water (not acid). 
(e) Slags, bricks, etc. Experience has sh<Hovn" 

that these remain somewhat in the centre of 
the pipes, whilst the,sand is nearer the wood 
lining. 

(a, b, d), we can comply with. (e) does not 
affect u~. (c) we find our sand is angular, and it 
has a greater scoilring ftffect on our pipes than 
their rounded sand WOlild have. Porcelain lined 
pipes are used in the sha:fts in Silesia' they last 
a fair time. It may be olJr sand will' not scour 
porcelain pipes too fast. These pipes, though 

.. R. F. _ red ferruginous. 
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they are expensive, should be given a trial. A 
good sized pipe in the shaft is an important 
matter, for then the vplocity of flow will not be 
too high, obviating wear to some extent. An 
important point is that the pipes in shafts and 
elsewhere should remain reasonably full. 'rhe 
contents must be taken away below at the same 
rate as supplied at the top. For this purpose 
there must be a regulation valve in the mine pipe 
and a good sized supply hopper on top, to which 
the shaft pipe line is dirEctly conneeted. The 
hopper must hold a fair amount of slush, stich 
that the pipe will remain full· if there is a tem
porary hitch in the surface supply. 'relephonic 
communication allows of proper regulation by the 
operator below. Disregard of this precaution is 
one of the greatest causes of wear and tear in 
pipes, especially the shaft column. Often a 
sucking noise is heard at the top of the column, 
and at the .delivery end into the stope the slush 
comes out with spurts under high prpssure. This 
is largely due to air drawn in causing alterna
tely . cushioning and releasing, with resultant 
excessive velocities and jerks in the pipe line, 
hence we:;"r of pipe'S and loosening of wood 
lining. The hopper above mentioned will prevent 
the sucking in of air. A great point to remember 
in connection with this is to flush the pipes well 
with water before and after use, and never to 
fully close the regulation val ve. 

The pipes down shafts in Germany are always 
in duplicate. The system of sending the sand 
down in a paste through 8 in. boreholes, as at 
the Simmer and Jack, has many advantages, for 
it saves piping. Unless this bore hole is used as 
a pressure column there will be some difficulty in 
getting the material to the far east and west 
portions of the mine. Very deep boreholes will 
cost a good deal to put down, the expense increas
ing very much after the first 400 ft. There is 
also the disadvantage of passing through faulted 
ground or dykes which may cause future blocking 
of the borehole. It may be that the pipes, etc" 
will be so costly eventually that we shall have 
to try boreholes or other means of getting .the 
material down. In the mine itself wooden 
launders should be resorted to wherever practic
able. 

Ban·ie1·s.-U ntil we are certain that our sand 
coheres, or have a proper cohesive mixture for 
filling purposes, I certainly would not recommend 
wooden barriers; they serve in Silesia, but there 
the conditions are different. Their barriers are not 
nearly so extensive as ours will be ,: their sand 
coheres and hardens long before their barriers 
have time to rot; their stopes are fiat, causing 
the resultant pressure on the barriers to ,be small. 
Our sand has to remain indefinitely; will the 
wooden barriers and grass reumin, especially if 

the lagging is wet on one side and dry on the 
other, two conditions which will rot timber soort 
Think of the overlying rock crushing, with its 
resultant pressure l,n the barrier, and think of 
this wooden barrier swelling and getting imper
vious to stope dripping :water; much of this 
water may collect behind the barrier; another, 
canse for anxiety. 

As a suggestion the barrier sketched might do 
well :-

(a) Stones masoned with binding jumpers in, 
to the footwall; this will have a wedging 
effect on the overlying waste pack B. 

(b) B is a waste pack packed well, the cavities 
being filled with rough ash. 

(c) Cocoanut matting (if ash has good filtering 
effect then matting is not necessary). 

(d) Two feet layer of rough 'Ish; it is essential 
that all future water must be drained, there

'fore the barrier must be porous. 
Stope }!',illiny a,nd Dewateriny.-Here we 

will learn much by future experience; on 
the mines which are now sand-filling good 
progress has already been made. It seems, 
however, that the more places there al:e to 
fill, the better the filtering and de-watering 
of the sand can be regulated. There must 
be at least two stopes to work consecutively day 
by d;ty, each stope having a full day in which to 
prepare it for the next supply. It is 'an advant
age to have a period between each filling, for then 
the sand can settle properly, leaving the water to 
percolate through the sand, or, clear above the 
sand. 

It is best and cheapest to have no side barriers, 
but to keep boys heaping the free end up and 
letting it lie at its natural angle of repose, or 
less. The clear water is removed through old 
disused 3 in. pipes. These pipes have 1 in. holes 
drilled every 9 in. along their lengths. The pipes 
are laid on the footwall from bottom to top vf 
stope; the holes have wooden plugs in them, 
which are pulled out to let the clear water off. 

The following are some of the points to watch 
in stope filling and dewatering of sand :-

(a) Fill at the furthest point away from the 
drainage pipe. 

(6) Have no side barriers, the sand will lie at" 
its natural angle of repose at the free end. 

. ( c) Where wooden side barriers are preferred 
it would be best to', have the filling pipe 
nearest to, and the discharge pipe furthest 
away from, the barrier, because all the 
coarse sand remains l~earer,the former pipe; 
thiR would make a :better packing against 
the barrier. The other way will leave 

, slimy sand against tH,e barrier which often 
forces its way through during filling opera
tions, generally sl ushing the drives, etc: 
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(d) The sand must be so arranged in the stopa 
that the water flows off at the junction of 
the footwall and the sand, and by no means 
against the hanging. 

(e) The supply launder should drop the slush 
from the hanging wall or as high as possible, 
and must be led right up to the sand; the 
slush must not be allowed to run in from 
the top of the stope on the footwall. 

(f) When starting a stope see that the first 
sands are well packed against the barrier; 
this is, an important point, and will prevent 
much slime, etc., getting into the drives at 
the commencement. 

(g) The length of the filling face must be as 
long as possible; the longer the better. 

(h) The discharge or drainage pipe can have 
more than one hole every 9 in., say, 3; this 
will allow of quick dewatering; after the 
clear water is off, the holes are again plugged 
and filling can be restarted. 

(-i) Between the supply and discharge pipe 
arrange slIlall paddocks with bits of board, 
this will retard the flow, causing the sand 
to settle and the ,water to auive re~sonably 
clear at the discharge pipe. 

In Australia stopes are being filled successfully 
with dry sand at a fairly low cost: Distribution 
takes place underground with chutes, travelling 
belts, etc. It will certainly do us no harm to 
study their system. With the electrification of 
many of our mines in the near future power can 
be got cheaply and easily underground; some of this 
power could be used for transporting appli
ances for sand. It would not be a bad idea 
to get our sand down the vertical, dry; it can be 
fed by means of a screw conveyor if near the 
dump, or otherwise, into a strong square wooden 
launder, l:l in. x l:l in. The launder must be 
fixed in the corner of the pump compartment, 
then dry sand iR shot down into a funnel-shaped 
bin into which jets of, water are playing all 
round. The funnel shaped biu can be placed in 
such a position in the shaft as would give some 
head for the mine distributing pipes. The mine 
pipes are directly fixed to the bin. This arrange
ment will save:-

(a) Extra length of piping in shaft which is so 
subject to wear. 

(b) Pumping of sand filling water to the sur~ 
face; the actual amount coming to the 
surface being what the mine makes . 

. Most of the remarks I have made are sugges
tIOns only, and I trust more will be heard in the 
Society on sand filling, for I am sure we all want 
to lea.rn. The subject here is still' partly in the 
expenmental stage; it has to get out of that 
stage soon, for it is. important that our overlying 
ijtrata sp-ould be kept up. It is also important to 
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fulfil all the ad vantages mentioned by,thf1 author 
in his paper. There are many other advantages 
as well which we shall see come to the fore as 
soon as practical sand filling is an accomplished 
fact on all our mines. We are gaining our ex
perience' and practical knowledge is the outcome 
of experience: when we have that practical 
knowledge sand filling will be successful, and 
with that success we shall be able to alter many 
of our present mining arrangements underground 
for the benefit of the Rand generally. 

Mr. A. R. Hughes (Member): As the filling 
of worked out stopes with sand has provided 
quite a new experience for underground' men on 
the Simmer and Jack mine, it is with consider
able diffidence that I venture to give my experi
perience and a short description of the methods 
employed III connection with the work. 

The stope selected for sand filling is admirably 
situated for this purpose, as it is enclosed by a 

• dyke 011 the east a.nd south sides, and by a block 
of ground on the west, which is being worked 
towards the east. From the main drive on the 
south side of the dyke a cross-cut extends north, 
from this a box-hole rise h~.s been put up about 
IB.ft. entering the bottom of the stope, and on 
the west side of the dyke there is an intermediate 
drive leading through to No.1 shaft (see Fig. 1). 

FIG. I. 

A bulkhead made of 3 in. x 9 in. deal, supported 
by B in. x B in. upright timbers, was placed across 
the intermediate drive to the east of the working 
face, the 3 in. x 9 in. deals being perforated and 
covered with cocoaullt matting on the face ue~:t 
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,the sand,'andthus'forming'an outlet for drainage 
on the west side' of the stope. It will now be 
apparent th~t an enclosed space has been provided 
with the exception of the box hole entering the 
stope on the south or bottom side. This box
h0le is used as the main outlet for drainage; ll. 
dry wall was built across it through which a 6 in. 
pipe projects into the stope. A filter frame 12 in. 
square covered with cocoanut m:l.tting and extend
ing up the stope above the level of the sand was 
placed over the 6 in. pipe, thus forming an 
efficient filter through which all the drainage 
must percolate before cscaping into the lr,vel 
below (Fig. II.). The square filter is made in 

FIG. II. 

12 ft. 6 in. lengths~ one end being made 14 in. 
square for about 2 ft. to fit over the length pre
viously fixed, so that when the sand rises to 
about 2 ft. from the top of the filter the next 
length can be placed over it, and by this means 
the filter is always kept above the level of the. 
sand (Fig. III.), Inside th is frame a covered 

FlG. III. 
wooden launder is placed to maintain an opening 
should the filter frame collapse. The drainage 
from the sand is a small stream of about one
third of a ton of clear water free from cya'1ide to 
every ton of sand deposited, and although about 
200 tons of current residue is lowered daily, men " 
are still at work in the stope taking out pillars, 
etc., and suffer no inconvenience from cyanide or 
any of its products. 

The sand is conveyed from the bottom of the 
bore-hole in wooden launder~ 9 in. wide and 7 in. 
deep with a grade of 15° on which the pulp fiows 
freely when diluted with a small spray of mine 
water. The sand forms a compact mass on which. 
men can. walk comfortably in from two to four 
hourI! after fillillg has stopped. The cleaner and 

more freely leachable the sand the better; as 
slime tends £0 retard . 4rainage and pocketsw~ter 
between' the' points "where the launders deliver 
sand. . .,' . 

In conclusion, I should like to point out that 
there should be several stopes ready for filling 
when it is proposed that the whole of the current 
sanel. residue be sent underground, as the removal 
of pillars, etc., takes time and' when dealing with 
the daily production of sand from the cyanide 
works filling must go on without interruption. 
For a stope less favourably situated for sand fill
ing than that described I would suggest that 
stulls be made of stout mine poles hitched at top 
and bottom, lagged over with old pipes and rails 
and packed with waste rock to a thickness of 
about 4 ft., the inner face being covered with 
cocoanut matting. This would afford perfect 
drainage and the sand being in a dry state would 
extlrt very little lateral pressure against the stulls, 
and there would be no uncontrollable mass of sand 
and slime saturated with water to become a' real 
source of danger in the mine. 

I wish to express my thanks to the General 
-'danager of the Simmer and Jack Proprietary 
Mines, Ltd., for being allowed to give th~se 
details of a new kind of work. 

NOTES ON PRECIPITATION. 

(Read at July Meeting, 1910.) 

By F. D. PHILLIPS (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. J. Hayward Johnson (Jlember): The 
author's remarks suggest, as did Mr. Mather
Smith's paper under the same title (Vol. ix:, 
March, 1909, p. 300), that an unnecessary 
amount of zinc is in use. This may be so where 
conditions are ideal, but in many plants such con
ditions are not obtainable, the fiow of solution 
being irregular. In many C'1ses boxes have been 
built with a nominal <;apacity of, say, 300 tons 
solution per 24 hours, but very often during some 
.period of the 24 hours the rate of fiow is equiva
lent to 400 or 5DO tons per 24 hours and then 
decreases again to under an equivaleI!t of 100 
tons, though the total tonnage will 'not be more 
than 300 tons. Again, there is the deleterious 
effect of organic matter, etc, coming into solution 
which will often cause 'the first three or four 
compartments to act as cleaners and no precipita
tion occurs until after' this cleansing has taken 
place. This is especially noticeable during the 
dry season, when dams become polluted with 
compound refuse, etc., to say nothing of the old 
bug-bear, "stope sweeping." Some fifteen month,S 
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ago I had trouble with my precipitation boxes, 
and on making enquiries the mine captain in: 
formed me he had been sweeping a stope con
taining some 12 in. to 18 in. saw-dust, 'etc. 
Rubbish of thi~ kind coming to the cyanide plant, 
not only affects precipitation but also the dissolv
ing and extraction of gold, the saw-dust 1),cting as 
a precipitant in the vats (see" Notes on Precipi
tating Effects of Substances containing various 
Forms of Carbon, etc., by Messrs. Clark and 
Sharwood, Vol. ix., p. 234), and organic matter 
absorbing the oxygen that is required. for dissolv
ing the gold. During the discussion of the paper 
no mention has been made of any of these J:.ad 
effects, ODe of which is to cause the zinc to be 
covered with an apparently wbite metallic deposit 
giving the zinc the appearance of being newly cut 
or cleaned of all other deposits, whereas on exami
nation it is found to be a coating, and all action 
ceases and an equivalent of a reversal of current 
in a Siemens-Halske box takes place and gold is 
redissolved. Unfortunately I have beEn unable 
to have any analysis made of this deposit. I find 
sftl ammoniac dissolved at the head of the boxes 
to be the best ~ntidote for this disease. 

NOTES ON BATTERY PRACTICE. 

(Read at September Meeting, 1910.) 

By A. R. STACPOOLE (Member). 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. J. Hayward Johnson (Member): The 
author evidently in writing his paper had in view 
battery practice as carried out in the outside 
districts and in some of the mills on the Rand. 
In his first paragraph he speaks of the usurpation 
of the mill manftgers' responsibilities by the 
reduction officer, and in his second and third of 
the extraction by amalgamation. 

One reaSon for this usurpation is no doubt due 
to the fact that too' little attention has been paid 
to the values of screen and pulp tailing assays, 
doubtless it is very difficult to watch the extrac
tion by 'l.malgamatioll owing to the difficulty of 
obtaining a true screen sample, especially where 
mercury is added, as I believe it still is in many 
places in the mortar boxes; and again, owing to the 
plates being close to the boxes it iR very difficult 
to Lake an accurate sample. If attention is 
called to the theoretical' recovery as per screen 
lLnd tail sample the excme always comes forward 
that. the former is not to be relied upon, or "any
how the scrape is up." Scra,pe increase may be 
rlue. 'to several things other than catch of gold 
~urmg ~.eriod of sa~!>lin~. M~re men;urr left 

in amalgam, plat~s being softer and ,giving up 
amalgam' more freely,' arid lastly a greater ton~ 
nage having been put through during the period 
under review. Cyanide men have to work and 
recover gold in accordance with the results 
returned by the assayer, and until·the clean-up is 
through and result of bullion assay is returned 
they are more or less in the dark. Hence they 
watch their extraction returns, assays of residues 
and solutions leaving boxes very closely, and all 
likely sources of loss. The reduction works 
manager carries this principle out right through 
the works, and is very careful that nothing 
escapes from the one department with the idea 
that it will be caught in the next. 

The name of amalgamator, as applied to many 
men in mills, is a misnomer: they are more like mill
wrights, and ~he amalgamation has to, take care 
of itself. If (I am speaking of some batteries and 
those in 'outside districts), mill extraction or 
recovery had to be according to samples taken at 
head of plates and after, amalgamation, more care 
would 'be taken that amalgam was not rubbed off 
by rough handling of tools, etc., around plates, 
the recovery of black sand would have more 
attention, and amaigam would not be so notice~ 
able in the launders leading to cyanide work~, 
Speaking of increase in mill tonnage, this is 
often obtained by increasing the amount of water, 
used, which naturally means a coarser product, a 
bigger flow over plates, and a less percentage of 
recovery by amalgamation as well as total extrac
tion. 

Mr. F. W. Cindel (Member): In criticising 
Mr. Stacpoole's papE'!" it is not my intention to 
discuss it in detail nor to defend the mill men, 
for I believe that if they take a keener interest in 
cyaniding the time will come .when they will 
benefit by it, not only in a material way, but 
educationally, thereby increasing their knowledge 
of the process of gold extraction after the pul p 
leaves the battery. 

r can hardly agree with the author when he 
says a mill man thinks it his first and only duty 
to crush and put thrOl;gh a big tonnage, paying 
but little attention to extraction. Persomtlly, I 
take the opposite view, and have always worked 

, with the intention of getting the highest extrac
tion possible. In fftct I take a great pride in my 
work if my extraction is 1 %, or even ~ % higher 
thftn my neighbour's. My first object is to take 
out by amalgamation all of the gold. As we can 
get only from 74% to 76% in the mill we try to 
recover the rest by cyanide. I wish to impress 
upon the author that on this particular mine, if 
we ,do not get the gold called for, both in the 
mill and cyanide works, my immediate chief 
WI.I.llt& to .knQw, th~ r~a,SOIl, ,Of ~ourse we try tq 
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crush as much a's possible, but extraction l?h~uld 
pe the principal thing to strive for. As is often 
the case, the manager orders the screening in 
the battery to be reduced from, say, 400 mesh to 
100 mesh, perh,tps to increase the- tonnage and 
surpass the previous month's figures. What is 
the result? He lowers his working costs slightly, 
lowers the extraction in the mill and sends a few 
more ounces of gold to the dump in residues. The 
reduction plant the capacity of which remains the 
same, is required to treat a greater or less tonnage. 
When the screening is lowered in the mill the 
cyanide manager is suddenly called upon to make 
room for the extra amount of pulp, conRequently 
some tanks are discharged before they have had 
their proper treatment with the result as stated 
above. 

The author is making a sweeping remark in 
the second paragraph of his paper. He condemns 
mill men wholesale. without taking into consider
ation any of the many little things that affect 
extraction. His idea of catching black sands is 
a' good one, and is being used in anum ber of 
mills to-day (without the overflow pipe). If I 
remember rightly, it was some fifteen years ago I 
saw this launder being used, and I am 'sure that 
was not the first one invented. In the mill of 
which I speak, the amalga.mator has an 18 in. 
bucket into which he puts his brooms, brushes, 
mercury bottle, scrapers, etc., while dressing 
plates. This he cA,rries about with him from 
plate to plate. I consider it a good receptacle 
and not so cumbersome as the author's trolley. 
If an amalgamator cannot put his brushes, etc., 
into an 18 in. bucket I fail to see ho~ a cyanide 
tank would be of any use to him. Of course, if 
the author's trolley were nicely lH.inted in bright 
colours it would be pleasing to the eye, and per
haps be an object of cleanliness to the men; if 
drawn by a horse, as has been suggested, the 
trolley would be all out of proportion. I might 
suggest a small white boy be used, but this again 
would remind one of one's kindergarten. days. But 
why draw the trolley in such a primeval manner 
as with man or horse' when we have advanced 
methods of motive p0wer, such as electridity or 
the gas-engine; surely the noise' of the latter 
would not be objectionable in the battery. 

The author is quite right when he say~ care 
should be used in changing screens, shoes, dies, 
etc. If he will take the trouble to go along 
the reef I am sure he will find methods employed 
in our mills that are quite as efficient as those set 
forth in his paper. A person not conversant with 
modern Rand mill practice may be led to believe 
that the methocls employed here are far from up 
to date, and are carried on in a careless manner. 

To know how to change screens, carry brooms, 
lJrushes, tools? empty'launders fj,ug bw:kets is 

quite a simple matter, and until the late Gold 
Law came into force this work was mostly done 
by Kafirs. In milli! where this work is still to be 
learned I admit they are a long way behind the 

· times. No doubt the information would be of 
great advantage to learners. 

The author says· by takin g the plates out of 
the battery, free gold would concentrate in tl::e 
launders. I should like to ask him what would 
become of this concentrated' gold? Would it 
keep on concentrating and gradually fill up the 
launder, or . would it eventually.find its way to 
the tube. mill plates '! For many reasons too 
numerous to mention the plates should not be ' 
next to the mortar box and it is only those 
people who still adhere to obsolete ideas who 
insist upon it. 

Referring to extraction, the author strikes the 
right note in the last .paragraph of his 'paper 
where he advises mill men to run t~leir mills as 
though there were no cyanide plants behind 
them. 

Mr. C. L. Dewar (Associate): . I think the 
author is rather hard on the mill man, whom he 
accuses of concerning himself more about tonn!1ge 
than extraction. He says, the first duty of the 
mill man is to see that no free gold, amalgam, or 
mercury goes over the end of the plate. Speak-

· 'ing generally-Is the quantity escaping unduly 
· high? I do not think it is, otherwise the mill 

man would soon be made aware of the fact, and 
we would probably hear more from him about 
extraction and less about tonnage. It might be 
pertinent to remark that until recently, those 
who controlled our industry were, or seemed to 
be, more concerned about cost per ton than they 
were about profit pel' ton, with the' result that the 
mill manager was often called on to do his 
utmost to get a big tonnag!'l. I think this explains 
why the mill man has so much to say about duty 
pel' stamp: Tonnage is to the mill man what 
footage is to the shaft sinker. 

I do not think any mill manager would com
plain if he had an amalgam room built according 
to the author's idea, but if the ore bins were full 
the three or five stamp battery would soon have 
more to do than crush the plate sand and by-pro
ducts from the amalgam barrel. Doea the author 
mean to allow the black sand to pass into the main 
tailings launder after treatment in the amalgam 
barrel 7 

I do not think the mill men on the R~nd can 
learn much from the author's paper. In reading 
it before this Society, I venture to say that he 
was actuated chiefly with the desire to make the 
mill men who belong to this Society speak out 
and make themselves hea,rd, and (as our Chairman 
rerna,rked) join in Oilr giscilssiops. If the paper 
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-<Oct. 1010 , A'. R. Stacpoole-Notc,~ on B~tttc?'!J Practice. Iii 

.succeeds in doing this, it will have served a use'· 
ful purpose. 

Mr. Andrew King (Associate) :' When writ
'ing his paper Mr. Stacpoole'seems to have for
.gotten that the mill manager ?as nothin~ to do 
with the amount of ore dehvered to 111m, and 
this to a very large extent governs the rate of 

.crushing. Screens with larger apertures have to 
be Ilsecl in,order that the illcreased tonnages· now 
"being dealt with on many mines may be crushed. 
Under these conditions, which are vastly different 

-from those· of a few years ago, it cannot be 
,exl'ected that the same 'extraction should be 
.0bt.'lined on the battery plates as formerly. 
. 'Sereening with 200 holes and less per square inch 
is in regular use in many mills, and with such 
screening it is impossible to prevent a certain 
,amount of amalgam being carried into the tube 
mill circuit .. Even with a much' finer screen than 
that mentioned above, sO'me amalgam, although it 
,may be small in quantity, will escape from the 
battery in spite of the good condition of the 
plates and use of amalgam traps. If; however, 
the tube mill circuit is properly arranged and is 
provided with the requisite nUiuber of cone 

. classifiers with diaphragms, there is no chance of 
any amalgam overfiowing with' the cyanide pulp. 
Very little amalgam is' found in the launders 
carrying the pulp away from the shaking l'lates, 
so that the amalgam found in the other launders 
in the tube mill circuit must come from the 
battery plates. This is, of course, due to the 
lIIuch finer cOildition of the pulp leaving the tube 
mills and the slower rate of flow of that 'pulp 
ove .. the .shaking tables. As well as the size 
of the screen aperture and the condition of the 
plates there is anothe'r factor on which the extrac
tion to a large extent depends, Before condemn
ing the results obtained at one mine, or comparing 
them with those obtain~d elsewhere, one must 
take into consideration whether the ore is from 
an outcrop, from a "deep" or " deep· deep " mine, 
f!'Om the main, reef or from the" bastard reef." 

By having -!1 reduction works manager the 
actual responsibilityofthe mill manager may be 
somewhat lessened, but by the great changes 
which have taken place in battery practice his 
d1..ties have been greatly increased. He now has 
to erush and amalgamate a much larger tonnage, 
~LnQ at the stme time crush it much finer, produc-
1~lg a larger percentage of slime before sending the 
final product to the cyanide plant. He deserves 
,every credit for showing himself able to cope with 
thc,<e new conditions more or less forced on him 

The author, while 'urging mill men to tak~ 
more. part in discussions on current battery 
practICe and in referring specially to the removal 
of the plates from the battery, himself only raises 
one point against such a scheme. HE says "free 

gold will be sure to concentrate in the cement 
launders and in every corner it meets on it~ way 
to the amalgam table." If. the launder is of 
" cement" it will be perfectly' smooth and i'f 
properly constructed will have no corners. The 
author also seems to have forgotten that, as the 
result 'of several independent' trials which have 
been carried out, it is now generally recognised' 
that in increasing an existing plant or in building 
a new one it is more economical to decrease the 
ratio of stamps to tube mills, and that bY'crush
irig coarse in the battery and by having the 
proper number of tube mills to, reduce the pulp 
to the .requisite fineness before 'sending it to the 
cyanide plant, more - 90 mesh product ( - '006 in . 
aperture) is produced per horse power consumed. 

I hope the author is wrong in saying that the 
method for collecting black sand, to which he so 
strongly and rightly objects is in use in "many" 
mills. ' While admitting that there is room for 
greater care by the average amalgamator yet 
there seems no necessity for the cumbersome 
apparatus the author advises. I should like to 
know what objection he has to the following 
method, Instead of shutting off the water at the 
same time as hanging up the stamps allow it to 
run until the plate is clear of pulp. ·This will 
take only a fe~ seconds and will not wash away 
the black sand previo'usly adhering to the plate. 
Now brnsh the black sand up to the top of the 
plate and put it into the amalgam bucket. After 
dressing do the same again to collect the loosened 
sand. I agree with the author that brushes' 
should not be carried around in the hand. If they 
are properly dumped on the plate then all the 
amalgam and. black sand will be removed and can 
be put into the bucket. Surely there is no objec
tion to having another bucket fer brushes and tools. 
, If the alllount of black sand frolll the amalgam 
room is large, instead of having a battery of lig'ht 
stamps for recrushing it· and sending the still 
very rich tailing from the plate with the main' 
launder, it is much better to recrush it in a small 
tube mill,i)ass the outflow over a small sbaking 
plate and cyanide the tailing separately in a 

, Brown air-lift vat. If the amount of ore being 
fed to the' stamps has been' properly regubted 
behorehand there will be comparatively little 
sand in the box when it is opened, and very little 
of this need fall on the plate when the screen is 
raised, A portable platform made of wood with 
a covering of sheet iron (commonly called a shoe
and-die' board) should be placed in front when' 
doing any heavy work in the box. If this is 

, properly constructed it will fit close against the 
n~ortar box, so that very little' gr,avel or coarse 
sand can get on to the plate, There is no excuse 
for tools' coming in contact with the plate, For 
these reasons' the rubber aprons suggested by the 
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author seem unnecessary. Of course it is advis
able' to have a collecting trough at the bottom of 
the plate to catch whatever gravel or coarse sand' 
does come over. This need not be sent to the 
amalga:m room. Return all such material to one 
box, the pulp from which should not be sampled 
if there is any fear of it containing ~malgam. 

The meeting then closed. 

Obituary. 

The deaths of the following members is recorded 
with much regret:-

Mr. CHARLIE EDGAR RUSDEN, who died on 
September lOth, 1910, from the effects of having, 
by accident, fallen down the shaft of the 
Poverty Mine; Essexvale, S. Rhooesia. The 
deceased was trained at the Redruth School of 
Mines, and came to Johannesburg in 1897, being 
api)ointed assayer to the Geldenhuis Estate and 
G. ~L Co , Ltd. This position he retained until 
1905, when he was promoted to the cyanide 
managership of the same company. In the early 
part of 1909 Mr. Rusden resigned his connection 
with the Geldenhuis Estate in order to go to 
Rhodesia, where he ultimately acquired one-half 
interest in the mine where he met his death at 
the early age of 33 years. 

During the late war Mr. Rusden saw a great 
deal of active service, being attached to the South 
African Light Horse, and for which he received 
the' Queen's and King's medals and three bars. 

The deceased was elected a member of the 
Society in October, 1904, and leaves'a widow to 
mourn his loss. 

Mr. FRANK OGLE died on Saturday evening, 
October 8, at the Simmer and Jack Hospital 
after only a week's illfJess. The cause of de'ath, . 
at the age of 47 years, was enteric fever com
plicated by pn.eumonia, the fatal results of which 
devoted nursing and medical skill failed to avert. 

1\£r. F. B. Ogle came to Natal from England in 
the eighties to take up farming pursuits, but 
moved to Barberton about 1889, where he 
engaged in mining and metallurgical work at the 
Big Buffalo, Sheba and Woodbine mines until the 
outbreak of war in 1899, when he went to 
England. Returning to the Transvaal about six 
years ago, he shortly afterwards entered the 
service of the Simmer and Jack Proprietary 
Mines. Upon the starting of the Simmer Deep
Jupiter reduction plant two years ago he became 
the chief smelter upon this property, which 

. responsible position he held at the time of his 
death. 

During his long record in the service of South 
African mining companies he became universally 
respected as a man of the most scrupulous 

integrity and devotion to duty, whilst his kindly 
unassuming disposition endeared him to those 
with whom he was associated, as was evidenced. 
by the large number of mourners attending his-. 
funer,.] at the Germiston Cemetery on Sunday' 
afternoon as ,a last tribute of respect. 

He joined this Society in ,July, 1898, as an 
Associate, and was elected a Member in January,. 
1907. He was likewise a Fellow of the Royal 
Colonial Institute, and belonged to the Sons or
England, representatives of which la~t body' 
acted as pall-bearers at the funeral., 

Notices and Abstracts of Articles and). 
Papers. 

CHEMISTRY. 
PORTLAND CE~IENT CALCULATIONS.-" Portland 

cement is a finely ground slag containing definite· 
proportious of silica SiO., alumina AI20 s, iron oxide 
Fe20 S' lime CaO, magne~ia MuO, potash K 20, socb 
Na20, and smail 'luantities of other hlgredients as-· 
impurities: 

Various proportions of limestone aud day are 
finely ground and fused to a clinker, but the mixture 
must be such that the lim~ formed shall have a.· 
definite ratio to the silica, alumina, and ferric oxide;· 
in the slag, or if magnesia be present in small pro
portions the same conditions must apply as for lime. 
The slag should have the following ratios for lime. 

3CaO=3'x40+3xI6 2'8 
>:li02 28+:-12 

2CaO ",,2 x 40-!-2 x 16=1'1 
AJ 20 S 2x27+3x16 
2('aO = 2 x 40 + 16 = '7 
Fe20 S 2,x56+3x'16 

The results show that 2 '8 times as much lime as silica •. 
1'1 times as much lime as alumina, and '7 as' ulllch 
lime as ferric oxide must be used to form a proper 
cement slag. The figures used are the atomic weights. 
of the variolls elements. 

Magnesif1 should not be present in the mixture· 
beyond 5%, and what is present should be propol'-· 
tioned to form the following combinations:-

3MgO=3x2~+3x 16 2 
Si02 :!8+::l:2 

2;\1g0 = 2 x 24 + 2 x 16 = '784 
AJ20 S 2 x :!7 + 3 x 16 

2MgO=2x24+2x 16 '5 
Fe20 S :! x 56 +::l x 16 

The results show that there Illust 'be 2 parts of 
maanesilt to 1 of silica; ',84 part to 1 of alumina, 
and'" '5 part to 1 of fenic oxide. It is usnal, how
'~ver, to reckon magnesia in terms of lime, thus, 
CaO = ~ = I '4 parts of lime are equivalent to l:part 
MgO 40 
of magnesia. 

The lime is obtained from the' liulestone used~and 
contains some impurities, :but these are ascertained 
by analysis. The clay is also analysed so that the 
product to be derived from the fused mixture can be 
accurately foretold. Special rotary furnaces are used 
at presen t in preference to the old stack furnaces, 
and these are fired by gas or pulverised coal. The 
clayey material which is practically aluminium sili
cate, with small percentages of impurities is said to 
commence to fuse.at 2,912° F. Pure limestone does 
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not fu~e but is converted into lime and then uniting 
with the materials in the clay forms the cement 
clinker. The lumps of clinker 'are separated" from 
the unfnsed material and pulverised to form Portland 
cement. It has been ascertained that the finer the 
clinker is pulverised the better will,be the cement· since 
in extremely fine condition the cement fo!'ms a silicate 
with the sand used in practical construction work. 
The majority of limestones contain some clay and 
clays often contain limestone, .and in making a mix· 
ture of I"a1V material~ previous to slagging the~e'must 
be balanced. Magnesia may replace the lime up to 5% 
without bad results, and ferric oxide may replace alu· 
mina. A certain amount of iron acts as atiux, lowers 
the fusion point of the mixture, and promotes the com· 
bination of lime and silica. The replacelllent of 
practically all the alumina by iron has been advocated 
for cement that is to be used in sea water. Limestone 
containing approximately 75% calcium carbonate 
CaC03 and 20% of silica, alumina, and iron oxide is 
terme([ natural cement rock because it contains as 
impurities the quantity of clayey material that must· 
be added to pure limestone in making cement. It is 
seldom that the right plOportions are found as im· 
purities iu limestone to lllake.a good natural cement, 
and to produce the right porportions clay or lime· 
stone must be added. 

Other things being equal, raw material approach· 
ing natural cement rock can'be a little more cheaply 
prepared than a mixture of pure limestone and clay. 
As~uming a clay and a limestone to contain the 

following ingredients, it is de~ired to calculate a 
cement mixture :-

Clay. Limestone 
-------------------------1------------
Silica Si02 ••• 

Alumina Al20 3 
Ferric oxide Fe20 3 
Calcium oxide CaO 
Magnesia MgO ... 
Alkalie~ K 20 and N a20 
Loss on ignition ... 
Water H 20 below 2200 F. 

Clay.- . 

60'17 
2~'65 
. 4'66 

'31 
1'85 

'38 
'18 

55'62 

43'50 
·17 

60'17 x 2'8= 168'47 parts GaO for 100 parts Si02 . 

2:2'65 x 1'1 = 24'92 parts GaO for 100 parts Al 20 3 
<I '66 x 0'7 = 3 '26 parts GaO for 100 parts Fe20 a 

196'65 parts GaO for 100 parts clay 
'31 + (1'85 x 1'4) = 2'90 parts GaO in 100 parts clay 

Limestone. -

193'75 parts GaO to every 100 parts 
clay 

'38 x 2'8 = ['064} . . 
'18x 1'[= '198 1'262 parts GaO In 100 parts lune· 
stone which is not available, hence 55'62 - 1'26=54'36 
parts calcium oxide available in. 100 parts of lime· 
stone. '. 

Cem'mt Mixtul'c.-. 
192.75 . 
-54'36 =3'54 parts limestone required for 1 part clay, 

or 354 lb. of limestone for every 100 lb. clay. The 
~l~!mtity of volatile matter in the limestone is 
.h,4 x (43'5+ '17) = 154.'59; the volatile matter in the 
clay 6'35; hence the cement when burned will weigh 

454 -154'59=299'41 lb. 
. The percentage of lime should be from 60 to 63 '5% 
~n Hood Portland cement, while in the above mixture 
It IS 65'9. The ratio for the silica·alumina must be 

. Pm·ts of Material by Weiglit .. -__ ' ________ ~~I Li~liest~ BUl')l~ 
Total ... 100'/J0 354'00 299'4[ 

Silica .. -. ----.. -. ----oo.U-I---l '27 ---2;50 
Allllnina 22'65 I '60 7'76 
Ferric oxide 4'66 ['55 
Lime '31 196'89 65'90 
MaO'nesia 1 '85 '61 
Vol~tile 6'35 153'99 

within 3 : [ to 4 :' 1 01 2'5: 1 to 3'5 : 1. A richer clay 
will have a lower burning temperatlll'e and carry less 
lime, 'which makes a pOllrer cement." -.Mines and 
Minerals, Aug., 1910, p. 25. (A. R.) 

METALLURGY. 
METHOD FOR TESTDiG SLUIE.-" The vanlling. 

plaque or shovel is ordinarily used to make a. t.est 
upon the ta;ilil.lg from vanners. Where the talhng. 
consists pnncl pally of. sand, the. test. can be made 
rapidly and satisfactonly ; but wI~h slIme more care 
and time are reqnired. For tins purpose I have 
found it convenient to use the small laboratory 'cen. 
trifuge' in place of the plaque, and the ~es~lts are 
sufficiently satisfactory to warrant my bnnglng the 
method before your readers. The' centrif~~e' con· 
sists of two cups, fastened to the extr:enlltles of ,a· 
horizontal bar. The bar ~s fastened at Its ~elltr~ to 
a vertical shaft. The shme to be tested IS nuxed 

Fii'[] 111I[1I[1I11[1[[I[lIl1lr·.~· 
~~c.-~~.o-r~w.~Q-u-r--~~S~hill·mill.~ill·~F.~'n~eSand Py,.,te 

1111111111111111111~1,,8f~ ~ Sh"me < Pyrite Sand 
sonr~ PYl'de 

F~.[ 'J 1111111111111111111111.;)iX:?;· •• ·f4W~· 
Clea,. WQr~r Sli""~ Fini! ,sa;;;; Pyrite o~~s:J . . 

';'1tr=======lt 
with water and placed in two tu bes, resembling t~st. 
tubes; these are.placed in the cups, and the vertIcal 
shaft is rotated at from 2,000 to 3,000 r.p.m. for 
several minutes. The result is to force all the con· 

. centrate and any coarse sand to the end of .the tube, 
where they may be readily seen and examllled. By 
using a graduated tube and calibrating the same 
with known weiO'hts of pyrite (or other heavy 
minerals), approx~nate quantitative results may be 
obtained. The presence of much fine. sand or of any 
coarse sand renders the results unsatIsfactory. The 
distribution of the matenals in the tubes is illustrated 
by "the accompanying sketches."-G. J. YOUNG.
The Mining Magazine, August, 1910. (J. E. T.) 
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THE EFFICIENCIES OF CRUSHERS.-" 'Vhen making 
,comparisons of the efficiencies of different crush
ing machines it is desirable to be able to estimate 
the work actually done in crilshing the ore from a 
given size of feed to a giyen size- of product, the 
screen analysis of both feed and product being deter
mined. The method proposed for such cal'culations 
is based upon the principle that if a quantity Q of 
material that will ju~t pass through a sereen of 1n 

me"hes to the inch, then the work done is prollortional 
to Q (n -m), This statement is based on ,experiments 
and the following reasons. and assumptions: 

Suppose a quantity ~) of material is Iuade up of 
particles of an average diameter x, .then number of 
particles is proportional to quantity divided by the 

volume of each parti,ele; that is to $" Now, let the 

particles be crushed to some smaller diameter JI. If 
,one of the orifTinal particles is a cube, whose side is 
,x, and this i~ divided up into cubes each of side y, 
the ,Ii vision may be effected by shearing along three 

'1 

r--:: ...-
- - f- -~ - -'-I-Y V ~ 

/' V 
vV' 

/' V 
V' 

VV ! 

/' ,t) 
·V 

V 

FIG. 1. 
,sets of parallel planes at right angles as shown in 
Fig. 1. The number of such shearing planes parallel 

, to one side is ~ - I, and these are each of area a;". In 
y 

order to divide up the origiual cuhe, then, along one 
set of these parallel planes the work required to be 

,done is proportional to (~-1 )X2, and since the 

,shearing has to be effected along three sets of planes, 

(
C1; ) ,the total work done is mea~ured by 3 ~ - I ;1;". But 

there are ~ particles, and therefore tlte tot~1 work 

done in reducing a quantity (2 ft:Olll average diameter 

x to diameter y is measured by 5£, x 3 (~-1) x", or 
x" y 

leaving out ~he constant, (2 (~-!). According to , y x 
this, if we now further crush down to diallleter z the 

adJitional'work done is Q (~-~), and the total work 
- z y 

,done in crushing from diameter x to diameter' Z= Q 

(~-~)+Q (~-~), which=Q (!-~), the same as 
y x z y z x 

·if the crushing were all done in one operation. 
'1'0 make the computation, then, it is necessary to 

,d'etennine the reciprocal of the diameter of tbe 
particle. Bnt this is very nearly double the number 

,of meshes per linear inch of the screen through which 
the particle \\'ill just pass, as is seen from Table 1 
for the 1. 1\1, M. standard laboratory screens. 
-It consequently follows that the crushing of-a 

-q nantityQ of ore, consisting of, particles of 'uniform 

size that will just pass through a screen of 1n meshes 
per linear ineh' down to ahother uniform size, such 
that they will just pass through a scr~en of 11. meshes' 
per linear-inch, requires an amount of work propor
tional to Q (n -m). 

If, then, we have material fed into a machine ron: 
sistin~ of: (~per cent. of material just passing through 
p meshes to the inch; b per cent, or .material just 
passing through q meshes to the inch; c per cent, of 
material jnst passing through" l' meshes to the inch; 
and this he ground down to a product consisting of: 
d per eent, of materi:d just pas~ing through S llJeshes 
to the inch; e per cent. of material just passing 

TABLE 1. 

NumbcF of )Ieshes Diameter of Aper- Hedprocal of 
per linear inch. tUl'e inch. Diameter. 

5 ·1000 10'00 
8 ·0620 16·1:3 

to '0500 :20'00 
12 '0416 :!4'04 
16 '0:312 32'05 
20 

I 
'0250 40'00 

25 ·0200 flO '00 
:30 '0166 60'24 
35 'OW~ 70·42 
'40 ·0125 80'00 
50 '0100 10000 
f;O '008:3 120·48 
70 ·0071 140'84 
80 '0062 161 ·29 

100 '0050 20000 
150 ·003:3 3(l0'00 
200 ·00:25 400'00 

throngh t meshes to, the il;~h, the work done iu 
grinding may be fonnd by li~st of all computillg the 
work require,l t.o reduce the.feed down to some ,'ery 
small nniform size of, say, 'in, meshes to the inch, 
next cumputing the, work required to re,lnce the 

"TABLE'2. 

)lachine A. )lachinc: B. 
output. Output. 

20 tons pcr cIa.,-, Ii tons pel' day, 

FeecI Product • Feed Product 

Throug-li 
---y- ------x- -----x-~ 

20 ami on 40 10'3 ·5 
Throngh 40 and on 60 18'7 5·S 
Through 60 ami on SO 23·5 29'6 
TIIi'ongh 80 and on 100 12·2 4·3 31 '3 
'l'hrough 100 and on 120 18·6 19'7 14·7 6·2 
Through 120 and on 140 10'4 2S'O 8'2 12'5 
Through 140 and on 160 4·8 21'7 7·9 47·2 
Through 160 .. , , .. 1 '5 '25'7 2'0 34·1 

product of the 1111tclnne down to the same SIze of 1n 

mesh~ and then snbtracting the two, That is to 
say, the total work done in tlte'maeltiue is propor-
tional to ' 

a(m - 1') + b(m - q} + c(-m -1"}- d(m - s) - e(m - t) 
=d s+e t-ap-b '1-C1" 

because a + b + e =d +e= 100 
This gives us then a very simple rule for finding' 

the work done in a grinding machine, which we lllay 
best describe by a nnmerical exalllple. Suppose that 
we wish to compare the ,efficiencies of the grinding 
eff'ected by t\"O machines, the feeel and resultant 
products of which grade as in Table 3. 
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TABLE 3. " I 
}Iachille A. ~Inehine B. 

Result of){ ultiplying' Per- Result. ofMultip(,'ing' Per. 
Multi- eelltnges b.r :M ultipliel'. centngcf:i,by)IultipJiel'. 

plier 

Feed Product Feed Product , , 

--
30 309 15 
[>0 935 29U 
70 1,645 2,072 
~O 1,098 387 2,817 

110 2,046 2,167 1,617 6F2 
130 1,352 3,71S 1,066 1,625 
150 720 3,255 1,185 7,08U 
180 240 4,626 360 6,138 

----
8,345 14,153 9,422 15,525 

8,345 9,422 
Units of grinding --- Unitsof"rind---

per ton ", 5,80.'3 ing pe~ ton 6,103' 

We have theu to mnltiply each percentage by the 
number of meshes to which it corresponds. Thus, 
tbe material pa8sing through 20 mesh, and caught on. 
40 will be considered to correspond to an average 
si;e of 30 mesh, and the percentage of this class of 
material is accordingly llIultiplied by 30, Regarding 
the material tbat passes through 160 mesh as 
eqniv'1lent to an average size of 180 mesh, we may 
arrange the computation as in ;rable 3. 

Thus the total work done in crushing by machine 
A is proportional to 5,808 x 20= 116,160, and that by 
mnchine E to 6,103 x 17 = 103,751, and the crushing 
efficiencies of the two machines are in the proportion 
of II6 : 104, nearly. 

The theory underlying this method is in general 
accon],tllce with tbe tests of Von Rey~t, quoted in 
Wchards' 'Ore Dressing,' Vol. i., page 305."-Prof. 
R ,y, CHAP7IIAN.-A'lIstmlasian Inst. 0.1 Minin.q 
Enyi/lcc1'8, llfin~s and MinC1'als, Feb., 1910, p. 413. 
(A. R.) 

CYANIDATION OF SILVER ORES.-" The applil)ation 
cf cyanidntion to sil vel' ores is most largely practiced 
in Mexico, where the system employed is generally 
well known, In striking contrast to the usunl method 
is the trentment lIsed nt the Zambona mine in the 
Alnlllos district of Sonora. The unusual featllre is in 
the extreme rapidity of the solution of part of the 
~ilver, and the peculiar advantage of concentrating the 
orc prior to cyaniding, The ore is an orthoclase fel
'par, hrecciated and lilled witb calcite. The mineral 
i~ argentite, distl'ibuted througbout the gangne in all 
'IZ'~' down to minute particles. This mineral is 
,,:t,dy concentrated on tables, so that 50% of tbe 
,.1 ,el' content of tbe ore can be remo\'ed in this way. 
Ti,e tniling i_ then cynuided. A solution carrying 
11'('7,;% free KCN is mixed with the ore in the ratio 
:': Ii: I, the pulp being treated in ,Oorr classifiers. 
1111.1 sa?d goes to tube mills, the discharge from 
,,:I'IC'1t IS returned to the classifiers which in turn 
:','j"'harge their overflow to Dorr slime thickeners. 
1.le uuderllow is stored for delivery to filter presses 
a, needed. In tbig manner the sih-er is extracted 
~r'''11 th~ ore hy merely concentrating and grindin~ 
!" 'IIlllltIOn without agitation ofanykiud. Thesilver 
" recl!lCed from 16 oz. to 1'3 oz. per ton. 
lro::" IlllIstmting the,sensiblity. of ~he ore to ?yanide 

.ltllleut the folloWInfT. table IS "n-en shoWInfT' the 
r"dll('cd silver content ~t Htriolls ~ta"es of the 'treat-
lW:Jlt: 0 

I 
Ore after concentration-- 8'30 Silver, oz .. 
After mixing with solution 4'48 
Tllbe mill heads... 5'52 
Tube mill tailing 5'28 
Discharge from Dorr thickener 2 '72 
After standing 6 hours 2'28 
After a 6-hour agitation 2'18 
After a 9-hollr agitation -1'96 

" 

After an 18-hour agitation 1'82" 
For a short time the mill was operated withollt· 

concentration nnd by cyanidation only. It was 
found necessary to use a solution carrying 0'15% free
KCN and to supplement the oLher treatment °by a 
30, hour treatment in Pachuca tanks." - B. B. 
KNIFFEN.-Mininq and Scientific Press, Feb. 26;. 
Metallu'I',qicaZ and CAemicaZ :Jng-inecl'ing, viii., 4,. 
April, 1910, p. 204. (J. A. W.) , 

SLIl\IE TREATMENT.-"During the last 18 months, 
a series of interesting experiments have been made· 
by the technical stafr of the Great Fingall mine. at 
Day Dawn, from 'which many valuable data have" 
been obtained. When the idea of modernising the 
slime treatment at the mine was first mooted, the 
writer had a small agitator fitted up, in which the 
slime (cyanide-solution pulp) was agitated and 
re-circulated by means of low-pressure compressed. 
air, in the presence of lime. Experiments conducted 
on these lines showed excellent extractions of the 

: gold. On the erection of the present vacuum plant, 
. the treatment·of the slime-\vhich was carried out as 

nearly as possible to the experimental method-pre-' 
sented numerous initial difficulties, and it was 
apparent, during the process of overcoming same, 
that many points required investigating. To this 
end, a small experimental agitator was erected, and. 
many experiments were made. The technical work 
connected therewith was entrusted to Mr. 'V. B. 
Blyth, assisted by Mr. ,Yo B. Chomley, the chemist 
and cyanide plant foreman respectively. 

. From laboratory experiments, Mr. Blyth found 
that good extractions could be obtained in an air .. 
tight vessel with the formation of little or no ferro
cyanide, whereas the slime that was treated in an 
open -vessel show.ed poor extractions; ferrocyanide 
was formed iu large quantities, and a heavy con
sumption of cyanide resulted. . 

This experiment was next made in the model 
agitator. But as it was found tbat the agitator could 
not be made sufficiently air-tight to produce a similar 
result, furtber work on this basi8 was discontinued,. 
amI expefimellts 'were undertaken with a view to· 
efl'eeting the complete oxidation of the ferrous salts 
by agitation with air in the presence of lime. 

It was proved that, in the ore treatment, it is 
essential to prevent the oxidation of the comminuted 
iron caused by abrasion in the process of crushing the 
ore, and the experiments demonstrate that this is 
effectiyely accomplisbed by crushing in alkaline 
solutions. In the case of slime that has been exposed 
to the action of the atmosphere, it is neC(lssary to· 
decompose the ferrous salt completely by aeration in 
tbe presence of lime. 

These data were followed up in practice, and our 
metallurgical operations have been based on them, 
with tbe result that the difficulties hitherto en
countered have been entirely removed. From tIle 
data sbown it is apparent that lime plays quite an 
important part in preventing the solution of cyan i
cide-forming salts in the one case, and of their decom-
position in the other instance. , '.. 

Dr. 'V. H, 'Valker states (ToJ1CS E1~g1neCnn[J 
,Sul'plcmcilf, March 3, 1909) that iron will not rust. 
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in a solution of soda' ash, lime water, or ~od\L phos. 
phate. This appears to be due to the fact that iron 
will not rust readily except in the presence .of 
carbonic acid; lime-water precipitates the latter, 
.and thereby prevents the solution of the iron. Heyn 
and Burr state (Eleet1'0-Chenzicctl and Mctazt.w·gical 
Indilstry, January, 1909) that carbonic acid acts 

.only aR any othei· acid in dissolving iron with the 

. evolution of hydrogen.. The presence of hyclrogen 
would have a decidedly reducing effect on ~h.e iron 
-.salts in solution, and would, on the addItIOn of 
sodium or potassiulll cyanide, tend to produce ferro· 
,cyanide. In our slime practice we look I)PO.n tl!e 
presence of an appreciable amount of ferrocyamde m 
solution as beinu indicative (If high resiclue yalues. 
Although ferrocyanide is itself a solvent of gold, its 
presence indicates insufficient cixiclation, and a 
probable excess of ferrous hydrate, which would act 
as,a precipitant o( the /!old. This is explained by 
the fact that when metallic iron particles are oxidised 
in a neutral solution, to the' soluble ferrous state, 
the addition of lime precipitates ferrous hydrate. 
:Ferrous hydrate, however, takes a considerable time 
to become oxidise(l to the ferric'~tate under the con
ditions of cyanide practice, and it, is, therefore, 
reasonable to assume that this explanation accounts 
for the indication mentioned above. 

II. 
Seyeral improved methods of agitation and aera

tion ha.ve been recently introduced, which are a 
considerable improvement on the ordinary method 
of agitation by stirring. 

The system introduced by the writer and employed. 
at the Great Fingall mine, consists-in addition to 
agitation by stirring-of re-circulation of the pulp 
through a tube 2ft. in diameter, by means of low
pre~sure air on the air-lift principle. The tube is 
connected to the ordinary agitation vat. In addition 
to the absorption of air by the direct contact of' low
pressure air with the pulp there is also a certain 
amount of aeration 'caused by the stream of pulp 
falling from the delivery launder of the re·circulator 
into the vat. A series of trials extending over a 
period of several months showed that this method 
produced an increased extraction of gold rangin/! from 
5% to 8% more than that obtained by the ordinary 
method. Another interesting and novel method of 

'aeration, introdulled by Messrs. \Yright and Jaentsch 
of Kalgoorlie is that of taking advant.age of the 
centrifugal force set up in the process of agitation. 
This is etfected by means of four or more pipes of 
about 8 in. in diameter, fitted to the ordinary agitator
gear, and set at an angle of approximately 45°. In 
the process of agitation, the force set up by the 
rotary action of the agitator-gear to which the pipes 
are fixed, causes the pulp to flow through the pipes' 
and in falling from the 011 tlets of pipes through the 
atmosphere, it is brought into direct contact with the 
air. This, in addition to increasing the agitation, 
facilitates the aeration of the pulp. In order to com· 
pare the efficiency of these two systems, a nnmber of 
trials were made by Mr. C_ C. Freeman, metallurgist 
at the Great Fingall mine. The results obtained 
from approximately 1,500 tons of slime, showed that 
the Fingall system yielded an extraction of 82'3% 
and the Wrig-ht-Jaentsch method 80'9% of the gold 
contents of the slime, which averaged U·4s. per short 
ton. The increased horse-power over that absorbed 
O,v ordinary agitat!on was in the former 4'6 and the 
latter 1'05. Allowmgfor the cost of ]!lower at 2s. 6d. 
per.horse-power day, the difference in favour of the 
'Vright-J aent"ch system is equal to 8·875s. per charge 

.of 75 tons. Aga~nst this however, the Fingall system 

shows an increased extraction.of gold of ]"4%, which, 
on the value of 9·4s. per ton, is equal to 0·1316s. per 
ton, or9·75s. per charge of 75 tons. Consequently a 
comparison of power and extraction-shows a differe'nce 
in favour of the Fingall system of only 1O·5d. per 
charge which can be regarded as negligible and the 
two systems may therefore be considered equal in 

"efficieucy and pClJI\omy "-Journal of Chambcr of 
il1.ines of TYcstcr.n Australia, June :)0, 1910, p. 169 . 
(H.A. W.) 

MINING. 
PER SQUARE FATHOM.-"I have followed Ameri

can mining practice for several years, and even 
wandered as far from the Brown Palace hotel as 
Central City, where the sturdy Cornishmen still 
measures ore by the' cord.' In other districts I 
have been accustomed to hear ore expreBsed in the 
unit of the ton of 2,000 lb. There Ill~S neyer been, 
so fal as I am aware, any serious objection to the use 
of this unit in the metal-mining operations of the 
'Yestern States, whether the ore_come~ from ,-ertical 
veins or from inclined and fil1,t dei)osits of greatly 
varying width. 

. It is true there is no deposit of ore iu .the United 
States exactly resemhling the auriferous' banket" . 
of the Rand. But tliere are deposits where the 
mining anel stoping met hods pursned are compl1,rable. 
In such districts as Leadville, Colorado; Joplin, 
Missouri; Mercm, Utah; the Cecur d'Alene, there 
have never been any especial difficulties in computing 
the cost of mining and tleatmen t on the basis of the' 
ton of 2,000 lb. weight. Yet in any of these bedded 
deposits, the variations of stoping width are as great 
as on the 'Vitwatersrand. 

Referring to the suggestion of Mr. H. F. Marriott, 
on which you comment in your May issue, that the 
value and cost of mining the ore of the Rand shall 
be compn ted' per sfJnare fathom,' I should llke to 
ask, as a layman who has ne,-er seen the Rand, how 
this basis of computation is going to simpli~y the 
already somewhat complicated Rand cost-sheets? 
. 'Yhat is a fathom? Except among sea-faring men, 

its use is confined to a few mining districts in En~· 
land. Originally the word' faden' was imported to 
Cornwall from Germany, and 'fathom' was the 
nearest the local population could attain toward 
pronouncing it. The original length was probably 
about seven feet. It was gradnally. adopted by the 
Land's Enders to denote the depth to which the 
average man can dive below'the 'surfaue cif the sea. 
Thus gradually it has clime to mean in England six 
feet, and is in universal use as a nauticalmeasllre. 
There is no re'son why the word should be forced 
into metal.mining practice in the Australian and 
SOllth African gold-fields, in which the el)tire ciyilized 
world takes an interest. I remember to have 'read, 
two years ago, an interesting and carefully prepared 
paper on the deep leads of Australia. I read parts 
of it twice, but at the end it meant nothing to me. 
The value of th'e paper was vitiated by the writer's 
repeated nse of' fathom,' 'square fathom,' etc. To 
my mind we may as well refer to the' port' and 
, starboard' walls of a vein. 

There are numerous French, German and American 
shareholders in the gold mines of the Rand. Is it 
fair to these gentlemen, who must take ap extremely 
live interest in the reports of the various companies, 
to introduce at this date an entirely new system of 
valuation, essentially British arid limited in accept
ance? To hope for the general adoption of the metric 
ton is impossible. Failing this, the ton of 2.000 lb. 
comes the nearest to an universal weight possible for 
use in American or English mining communities. 
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To me it does not seem an impossible thing for a 
mine manager to figure out how much a ton of ore 

. {losts to mine and treat, however large the operations, 
.and however complicated the system of accounting. 
The same may be said of its aSllay.value and'the 

.amount recoverable by the system of treatment in 
nSe. Without appearing to criticise too harshly 
from a distance, it nevertheless appears to me that' 
the type of mining science which seeks to impose on 
the most productive gold industry of the world a 
system of accounting entirely at variance with 

. standard practice as recognised elsewhere is on a par, 
for example, with that, pseudo·science of certain 
modern geologists who have invented a system of. 
rock nomenclature intelligible only to themselves.
,C.\V.P." Honolulu, Jun,e 6. 

"Although I have never been on the Rand yet 
.-as a mining engineer and as a shareholder in some 
of the Rand mines I think I am entitled to record 
]]IY protest against the adoption of Mr. H. F. 
Marriott's 'square fathom' ~ystem of quarterly 
returns. My knowledge of the subject is entirely 
derived from a pamphlet' A New Policy in Mining,' 
.containing extracts from Mr. Marriott's speech on 
the proposed system of returns and newspaper 
COlIllllents. 

I find in the Century Dictionary: 
'Square fathom, in mining, :J6 sq. ft. of the vein, 

measured on one of the walls, and including its 
whole thickness .. The available amount of ore in a 
mine worked on a regular fissure-vein is usually 
reckoned by the square fathom.' 

This definition i~ a good illustration of the falli; 
lJility of dictionaries, for with an acqnaintance of 
many of the mining districts of the world and an 
exteilsiYe perusal of mining reports I only know of 
two districts where the' fathom '·-whether it be 
R'luare or cubic I do not know-is used: Lake 
Superior and Cornwall. And in my mind there is no 
Cjuestion that the above delinition is wrong, for ore 
in fissure· veins is not usually reckoned ill square 
fathoms, but in tons. ' 

It ought to be axiomatic that auy chauge made in 
mining reports should be in the direction of 
uniformity and not of diversity, and if Mr. Marriott 
had suggested the use of the square metre and 
gramme for making his returns, I should have felt a 
certain amonnt of sympathy with him. I am quite 
Rnre he will hear a strong protest from the French 
and German shaleholders when he attempt.s t(> inflict 
this ancient meaSUre upon them. And in my o\yn 
('ase [ lind it so troublesome to contend with the 
difl'erent sorts of tons and ounces in English.speaking 
countries and with cargas, arrobas, marcs, zolotniks 
per 100 poods and dolis per cubic, sagene in foreign 
lands thR.t I cannot welcome the introduction of this 
ob-olete unit of measurement-the fathom-into 
modern mining. Consequently I sincerely hope that 
lllany other engineers will join me in protesting 
ngl\inst tbis anachronism. 

It i~ consoling to see that Mr. Marriott does not 
""\'(, llUplicit faith in his new system, for I notice 
that he proposes to make his quarterly returns at 
Jlf(\H'mt noth on the basis of tons milled and the 
"'I.Hare fathom. Thus the reader of these reports 
\\']11 have the blessed privilege of ignoring the square 
fathom returns if he so desires. Mr. Marriott also 
ItILt(!~ (p. U): 'thougb in discussing these.princiJlles 

puye out mention of the word' ton' as far as It is 
IT''~ble to do so, it is of course understood that for 
'f~ Internal operations of the mine under the control 

," I he manager the measurement by this metho(l will 
It ways be used to a certain extent in keeping tra('k 

of his operations.' But in' spite of this use of the 
ton-milled costs in the mine and in his quarterly 
returris, ,Mr. Marriott calmly announces (p. 10): 
'\Vorking costs per ton milled, in 'so far as they 
concern anyone beyond the local interest of the 
manager iIi his details of working, are'lts dead as tha 
proverbial door·nail.' This is a statement that seems 
to me strangely at variance with the fa<;ts; for, as 
far as I know; the use of the ton as a basis for 
estimating costs is still world· wide. Moreover, as 
regards the Rand, I find that in ,the statement of 
the results for the six months ending June 30, 1910 
(published in the Financial Times for July 23,1910) 
nothing is used in estimating costs except tons of 
ore milled. Hence I fail to see what authority Mr. 
Marriott has for saying that working·costs per ton 
milled are dead. ' 

I have not seen a clear account of what 1\,[r. 
Marriott means by his square fathom system, hnt I 
gather frollI his varions remarks that he intends to 
divide the ore reserves into blocks whose gold' 
content can be accnrately estimated; this, I take it, 
is what he means by his cryptic utterance (V. 13) 
'the ore reserve~ are, or should be, blocked out into 
solid nnits of such a size that their exterior informa
tion will give a' fairly accurate estimation of their 
interior contents.' Mr. Marriott further states that. 
against each of these hlocks, on a stoping plan the 
value of the gold contents as estimated for the total 
value of the reserves, should be written in pounds 
sterling and the square hthomage noted alongside.' 
A separate ledger account is to be kept with each 
block, and all expenses incnrred in extracting' the 
gold-including the due proportion of outside ex
penses-are to be charged up against the gold 
obtained. The balance remainIng to the crerlit of 
this block, after the ore has all been extracted and 
treated, will be the profit available for dividends. 
Mr. Marriott gives a Illuch fuller st"tement, hut I 
think the above fairly represents his views. I fail to 
see any reason why the square fathom age should be 
used to get at the value of his blocks. To determine 

,their values the ton unit must be nsed,ll.nd as this is 
the case why drag in the square fathom? 

MI'. Marriott says that the square fathom has the 
advantage of giving the lllanager 'the fullest scope 
pos'ible-scope far heyond that which he has enjoyed 
in the past-to'show what he is worth as a respon· 
sible individual.' Mr. Marriott does not explain 
exactly what. he means by thi~ phrase, and I tlecline 
to gness at his meaning except to assume that it has 
something to do with working the blocks into which 
he has divided the ore reserves. Now the extraction 
of gold from these blocks of ore combines a number 
of physical operations in the mine and on the surface 
and I cannot see why there is any occult power in 
writing the words "square fathom age" on a map 
that enables a manager to make more profit than if 
he wrote the words" tons of ore.' 
. A second advantage mentioned is (p. 10) that the 
, value of gold contents of all your' (Mr. Marriott is 
speaking to mining managers in Johanneshurg) 
'payable ore reserves is an item on which greater 
accnracy must be insisted upon than has been the 
practice in the past.' 

It is plain enough that the a('cnrate work in the 
past had nothing to do with th~ system by which the 
results of such work were tabulated, and that the 
results of accurate sampling and 'assaying can he as 
well expressed in values per t on as in £ s. r1. per 
sqllare flLthom, and hence the square fathom system, 
from this point of view, has no a,dvantage over the 
tonnage "ystem. 
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. Still another adyantage claimed for the square 
fathom system' is that comparison can be more 
readily made. Mr. Marriott's words .are: . (p. 24) 
" the ore reserves are recorded in terms of the area 
within "·hich they are in'clilded. That area has a 
distinct relation to the remaining claim area of the 
Company's property, and a direct comparison. with 
this remaining ground can be made on· the same 
basis." The profit now. being obtained and to be 
eXI)ected from these reserves is reduced ·.to terms' of 

'pr,ofit of gold contents per unit of area, and the 
quarterly returns of all other necessary details are 
reduced to the same unit. There is thus niade a 
s'traightforward and progressive mean8 of comparison 
between tlote yaluation of the mine, the protit being 
obtained from the current working, the estimated 
profit Jrolll the developed ore' reserves" and the 
relat.ion of the extent of the .cnrrent ,operations and 
deyelopment to the prospective' life of the mine. 
These records are thus reduced to one simple, 
absoln'te, and easily·comparable basis, which, when 
it is once understood, will be fonnd to present a 
rilllch·ciparer statement of the curren!, operations and 
future prospects of the Company than has in the 
past been possibl~' with the more complicated system 
hitherto adopted. 

I understand that this statemAnt (made by Mr. 
Marriott at the annual meeting of the Village Main 
Reef, on June 15, 1910) means that it is easier to 
compare arells in square fathoms than tonnages, but 
I cannot see in what respect areas are the better 
unit for nHiJ~ing comparisons. 

Perhaps'it will be plainer to take a concrete case. 
Let'11s assume that on January I, 1909, Block No: I 
measuring 2,000 square fathoms containing £40,000 
in ,gold;,or stated in the usual manner, Block No. I 
contained 20,000 tons of .£2 ore, or £40,UOO. [f on 
December 31, 1909, this Block No. I measured 500 
fathoms and contained .£10,000 iIi golcl we should 
know that it of the block had been worked, but we 
shoulu know it exactly as well a8 if we were told that 
~he Block contained 5,000 tons of ore worth £10,000. 
And for my part I cannot see that the statement in 
square fathonis gives any more information than 
does the statement iu tons. What i8 true of one 
block will he trne. of all the blocks and hence trne of 
the whole mine. It does not follow, however, that 
because there is no need.of altering the present 
system of keeping accounts on the Band, a.s reganls 
the ton-milled nnit, that Hand mining methods and 
Rand accounts are perfect, anu, in fact, Mr. Marriott 
IPIS pointed out a number of plac~s whpre impro\·e-
Iilents can be made. . 

One improvement that is nceded not only on. the 
Rand but in other mining districts is the adoption Of 
s9me system by which the capable and hard-working 
manager slmil get crellit for his good work. As 
mines are now run,. 'a good mine makes a 'good 
manager' and conv~rsely the best manager liying 
'Yill gain but little reputation. if he is unfortunate 
enough to have charge of a poor mine. At present 
~he criterion of good _management is apt' to be low 
working-costs per ton when in reality minimum 
profit-making should be the sole test. 
. Every engineer knows that it is possible to have 

t.wo adjoilJing mines,' working on similar ore 
deposits, mine A with high working-costs per ton 
making a profit, and mine B with low working-costs 
making a loss. lVIr. Marriott conclu(les from this 
well-known fact that a mere conqiar.ison of working
costs per ton gives no information as to t'lcllnical 
,.;kill and business judgment of the managellient, 
ariel seems to think that a 'coulpadso!J of the profits 

ma(ie per' square fatliom would be fainir .. to the 
managers than a comparison made on tonnage costs ;. 
l;mt I feel·quite sure that. if . Manager' A'made £1~· 
profit per square fathom worked, while Manager B
only made £2 the average shareholder would 
immediately conclude that A was the better man". 
although a careful study of all the ('onditions might. 
show B to be A's superior in all respects. 

It is certainly. discouraging for an ambitious· 
manager to be al ways tied to poor mines and thus. 
never have proper credit for his careful work. In an 
ideally perfect.community it would be possible t~ 
cla,~ify the mine managers according to t,he. ex-. 
cellenee of their work and without·reference to profits. 
made by the I)Jine over which they had charge, but I 
douht if this idea can be. put into praCtice at pres€nt. 

Another improvement that ouglit to be made' is· 
the' furnishing of the shareholder with an officia1. 
yaluation of his shares and a statement of how this 
valuation is arrived at. The present practice of 
throwing an, undigested mass of statistics at the· 
sharehohler's head. is uot instructive, and the intro-
dnction of the square fathom would give no addi. 
tional information of yalue. 

In my opinion every annual report should contain 
an official yalnation of the shares of the company' 
concerned. This could surely be done by some
independent comlllittee of conrse unconnected with. 
financial·inter, sts of any kind. 

A report. such as the following: ",\Ye value the-
shares.of the So and So Mining Company at £3,!"
would be worth more to the shareholder than, 
libraries ofprinte(1 statistics and acres of mining 
llmps. I am so eonJident of the yalue of sncha 
system of indepeudent estimates that I take this 
opportunity of suggesting that snch a conrse should 
be taken."-C. W. PURINGTON, W. H. SHOCKLEY •. 
The 1I1ining Magazine. July, 1910, p. 115. (J. E. T.}, 

BAGGERIDGE 'COLLIERY EQUIPMENT.-" Great· 
interest centred in the pit bottom, which is being 
arranged for the simultaneous loading of four-deck 
cages; requiring the rerilOval of a large area of the
strata to form the insets, and extensive robbing of 
natural support on opposite sides of the shaft. . To· 
compensate for the weakness caused by sneh remoyal, 
arches of special construction have been constructed. 
These extend for a distance of 15 yards on either side· 
oi'the shaft· and are roughly eliiptical in ·seCtion. 
The greatest diameter in the clear of each ellipse. is· 
vertically from floor to roof 54 ft., while the greatest. 
diameter at J'ight a.ngles thereto is 27 ft. These 
arched galleries starting at the shaft, 14 yards below 
the Hoor of the Statrordshire 10 yard seam, whicl!' is·· 
here about 20 ft. in thickness, are' formed ,,,ith 
concrete. The appearance presented to. 'view' when 
making an inspection of them is that of a smooth· 
surface, the bricked portion being merely the surfaee' 
linirig next the roadway, .behiml which the specially' 
reinforced concrete has heen first placed': At 
interyals, however, the bricked. surface is' hidden 
from; view by large steel channel frames 'vhiciL·, 
encircle the chamber and connected cross girders, one 
at each decking leyel,' to strengthen the resistance to
the immense side pressure alrea(ly in evidence. 

A t the end of the iI1set galleries the continuatiou, 
of the roads is of reduced section, more particularly 
in height, merging into barrel arches of 21 ft. 
diameter, the. whole being carried at a pre-determine(t 
regular gradient, irrespective of the .dip of the seam. 

The actnal lining 'of one of these roads 'now in 
progress with reinforced cOllcretp, together with the 
preliminary timbering for supporting the large ex-' 
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cavations necessary, \vere' seen, .and· were objects of 
great interest to. the, visitors .. In these.roads· there is 
14 incheR facing of brickwork behind which is a 3 ft. 
thickness of concrete reinforced by Kahn bars. 
Experience has rendered SODle modification necessary 
in the shape of the bars which, when first used of. 
arched shape in the roof, were unable to resIst the 
strains thrust upon them, resulting in breakage of 
the brickwork and downward protuberance of the 
bars along the centre of the roadways. Minor roads 
of 15 ft. and of S ft. widths are also in course of 
construction or intended to be, and in this way will 
be carried a considerable distance and hereafter be 
used as main haulage roads. . 

The Ransome ver Meyer machine for mechanically 
mixing the concrete, .consisting of crushed slag, sand 
and I'ortland cement, with a regulated water. supply 
to the mixer, was also inspected. This is driven by 
a small engine from a belt on the surface, and the 
concrete is ,discharged into tubs ready to be sent 
down the pit. The pit frame is of steel lattice 
cirders 75 ft. in height. 
<> The main winding engines are 4-cylinder tandem 
compound with Corliss valves, ,built by Messr~. 
Fraser & Chalmers. Ltd. The drum is slightly 
conical at each end and paralIel in . the centre, IS ft. 
in diameter. The engines are fitted with Whitmore's 
steam reverser and steam brake, and are capable of 
raising 400 tons per hour from a depth of 643 yards. 
The boilers are of the Lancashire type, 30 ft. by 
8 ft. 6 in., carry 150 lb. pressure, and are fitted with 
Hugden's down take superheaters and Gleen's 
economiser."-Iron and Coal Trades Review, July I, 
1910, p.14. (A. R.) 

MISCELLANEO US. 
AUTOMATIC FILTER.-"The firm Albert Kahlert., 

Berlin, have brought out a filter. which is, suitable 
for filtering tinctures, wines, liqueurs, photographic 
solutions, etc. It consists oia ribbed and perforated 
porcelain cylinder, round which the filter paper is 
rolled and kept in place with rubber bands. The 
firm maintains that 50 litres of wine or tincture can 
be filtt'red in an hour, without any waiting, and by 
using only a quarter of a sheet of filter paper.
Chemikel' Zeitllng, No. 7~, 1910. (T. D.) 

SCHOOP'S" SPRAY" 'METHOD OF METAL DEPOSI
TION.-This method seems to be superior in many 
respeGts to electro plating. The metal to he deposited 
is forced through a suitable nozzle lJY means of highly 
compressed and heated" gases and thrown in a fine 
spray or mist against the object to be plated. 

WIth easily oxidisable metals, hydrogen, nitrogen, 
or superheated steam should be used. The spray or 
mist strikes the object with great force and tj:te 
If,etal coating prodilCed is exceedingly firm, uniform 
and smooth. 

A plate I) mm. thick can' be deposited in S to 10 
seconds. The temperature of the mist is only 10° to 
60° C., ,because on account of the expansion of the 
gases at the nozzle mouth, a cousiderable drop in 
temperatnre is brought about-amounting to about 
250-300° C. This method is particularly suitable 
for metals like tin, lead, copper and aluminium, in fact 
fl om the last-named metal a coating can be ohtained of 
a firmness hitherto unattained by electric deposition. 

The process does got require the same constant 
~lIpervision demanded hy the electro plating process, 
a~d'by it on account of the absence of heat, bodies 
WIth little heat and fire resisting qualities such as 
wax, pappr and wood, can he coated. -Zeitschrift fiir 
Angewandte Chemie, July I, 1910, p. 1214. (T. ~.) 

l!eviews and' New Books. 

(We shall be pleased to review any Scientiji~ or Tech. 
. nical Work sent to us for that purpose.) 

Allen's Commercial Organic Analysis. Vol. 2, 
4th Ed. Rntirely re-written, Roy. Svo., pp. 530. 
Churehill. Net 21s. 

Ashley, G., and Fisher, C. The Valuation of 
Public Coal Lands. The Value of Coal Lands. 
Depth aDd Minimum Thickness of Beds, as Limiting 
Factors in Valuation. (Bulletin U.:S. Geological 
Survey). Svo., s.d., pp. 75. W. Wesley. Net Is. 6d. 

Austen, Sir '\-V. C. Roberts- An Introduction to 
the Study of Metallurgy. 6th ed.ition. Revised and 
Enlarged. Svo., pp. 494. C. Griffin. l\et ISs. 

Bailey, G. H., and Bausor, H. W. Chemistry for 
Matriculation. Cr. Svo., pp. viii.-548. Clive. 5s. 6d. 

Baxter, 'V. Hydraulic Elevators. 8vo. Hill Pub. 
. Co. Net lOs. 6d. 

Baskerville, C. General Inorganic Chemistry. 
Cr. 8vo. D. C. Heath. 3s. 6d. 

Bolas, B. D. Glass Blowing, Applied to Labora
tory 'York, containing also the Elements of Decora
tive Glass Blowing (No. 12, the Homeworkers' 
Series). Illustrated. Cr. Svo., sd., pp. 61. Routledge. 
Net 6d. 

Brauns, Dr. R· The Mineral Kingdom. Trans. 
with Additions by L. J. Spencer. Part 12. 4to, 
pp. 217-232. Williams and Norgate. Net 2s. 

British Htandard Specification for Wrought Iron 
for use in Railway Rolling Stock, " Best Yorkshire," 
and Grades A.B.C. Folio, sd. C. Lockwood. Net 
lOs. 6d. ' 

Campbell, M. R., and others. Papers on the 
Conservation of Mineral Resources. (Bulletin U.S. 
URological Survey.) 12 plates. Svo., sd., pp. 214. 
W. Wesley. 

Chamberlain, R Notes on Explosive Mine Gases 
and Dusts, and Special Reference to Explosions .in 
the Monongah, Darr and Naomi Coal Mines. 
(Bulletin U.S. Geological Survey.) Svo., sd., pp. 65. 
W. Wesley. 

Clenllell, J, E. The Cyanide Handbook. Svo. 
Hill P1tb. Co. 21s. . 

Crooke., Sir 'V. On Scandium. Part 2. 410., 
s.d. Dulau Net Is. 6d. 

Cushlllan, A. S., and Gardner, H. A. The 
Corrosion and Preservation of Iron and Steel. 8\'0. 
Hill Pub. Co. Net 17s. 

Draper's Company ResQfI,rch Memoirs: Studies in 
National Deterioration; VI., a Third Study of the 
:Statistics of Pulmonary Tuberculosis, the mortality 
of the Tuberculous and Sanatorium Treatment. By 
W. Palin Elderton and S. J. Perry. 4to., sd. Dulau. 
Nets 3. 

Dryer, G., and Ray, W. TIie Blood Volume of 
Mammals as Determined by Experiments upon 
Rabbit., Guinea Pigs and Mice, and its Relationsl1ip 
to the Body 'Yeight and to the Surface Area, 
expressed in a· formula. 4to., sd. Dulau. Net 
Is. 6d. 

Elementary Treatise on Physics, Experimental and 
Applied. Translated from Ganot's Elements de 
PhYHiqlle. B E. Atkinson. ISth Ed. Edited by 
A. 'V. Reinold, 8vo" pp. 1,240 Longman's., I5s. 

Elements of Physical Science. Specially prepared 
to meet the requirements of the matriculation ex
amination of the Cape Uni\·ersity. Edited by 'V. 
Briggs. Cr. 8vo. pp. viii.-352. Clive. as. 

ElAden"J.,v. Principles of ChemicaJ ~~ol~gy. 
A Review of the Application of the EqUlhbnum 
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Theory t.o Geolqgical Problems. Svo., pp. 230. 
Whittaker. Net 55. 

Ewell, 'A. A Text-book of Physical Chemistry, 
Theory and Practical S,'o. pp" :lilO. 'Churchill. 
Net 9~. 6d. 

Fleming, Capt. J. G. Reinforced Concrete. Sto., 
pp. 96. W. and G. Mackay (Chatham), ~T.et :ls. 6d. 

Foster,. Sir .C. Ie Neve. .The Elernents. of Mining 
and Quarrying. 2nd Ell. Revised hy S. Herbert 
Cox. Cr. S"O., pp 3-1,2, C. G,·iffin. Net 'is. 6d. 

Franklin, W. S , and Nlacrinlt, B. .Mechanic, ,tIl,1 
Heat; A T.ext-I.ook for Colleges and Technimtl 
Schook S"O. Macmillan. . 
· Frazer, P., and, Brow.n,. A .. P. Tables for the 
Determination of Minerals .by Physical properties. 
6th edition. 12mo. Lippincott. Leather, net lOs. 6,1. 

Friend, J. No, An Intmduction to. the Chemistry 
of Paint.s, wit;h Diagrams. Cr. S"o .. Pp. 214. Long-
man's. Net 3~. 6d.. '" . 
· Gissing, C. E. . Spark Spectra of the Metals. 4to. 
Bailliere. .N et 7s. (id. . 
· Gregory, J: W. Geology' (Scientific Primers). 
12mo., pp. 140. Dent. Net Is. . 

Hale, W. J. 'The Calculations of .General 
Chemistry. 2nd Ed. Cr. 8\-0. Bell. 4s. 6d. 

Hickliug, G. Geoto~y: Clmptcrs of Earth History. 
Cr. S"O., pp. 144. Mtlnel' .. Net Is. 

Hood, G. F. A First Year's Course of Inorg.wic 
Chemistry. Cr. S"O., pp. ll2. Riving tons. Is. 6d. 
· Jamieson, Andrew. A Text Book of Applied 
Mechanics and Mechanical Engineering. Vol. 5, 7th 
E,lition. Re"i,erl and enlarged. Cr. 8"0., pp. 522. 
C. Griffin. 7s. 6d .. 

Jernald, R. Hecent Development of the Producer 
Gas Power Plant in the United States. (Bnlletin 
U.S. Geologimtl Survey.) 2 Map5, Svo., s.d., pp. 
S2. W. Wesley .. Net 2,. 
.. Jessnp, C. M., and Cannt, G. W. The Elements 
of Hydrostatics. Cr. Svo., pp. 134. Bell. 2s, 6d. 

Jude, A. The Theory of the Steam Turbine. 2nd 
edition. Revised Lhr01Jghont fwd Re-written. Svo., 
pp. 436. C. G1 ~lfin. Net ISs. 

J ugger, J .. E. An Eleillentary Text Book on 
Mech', nical Drawing. Roy. 8vo., pp. 262 C. G1·ijfin. 
Net lOs. Bri. 

Latba, Ni,;bet. American Prodncer Ga,s Pract,ice. 
Imp. Svo , pp. 55S. C. Loekwood. Net 25s. 

Lish, J. P. A. B.C. of the Steam Engine. 2nd Ed. 
Cr. 8vo., limp .. Spon. Net ls. (ld. 
· Luff, A. P., and Canrly, H. C. H. A Mannal of 
ChemiHtry, Theoretical and Practical, Inorganic and 
Organic. New and enlargetl edition. 12mo., pp. 
638. Cassell. Net h 6d. 

l\iathot, R. E The Con;;truct.ioJl and 'Yorking of 
Internal COlllbu~tion En"ines. TranshLted from the 
Fren{'h by "T. A. Tookey. Svo, pp. 576. Constarle. 
Net 24 •. 

Moore, F .. J. Oiltlines of Organic. Chelliistry. 
Cr. Svo. Chapm.an & Hall. Net 6s. 611. 

Munroe, C., fLnd Hall, C. .A Primer of Explosives 
for Coal Min~rs. (Bulletin U. S Geologica.l ~urvey.) 
9 Plates. Svo., .s. d., pp_ 59, W. Wesley. Net 4s. 

O'Donahue, T. A. The Valuation of Mineml 
Property: Rules and Tables. Svo.,. pp. 166. U. 
Lo"kwood. Net 78. Gd. 

Oscroft, P. W., and Shea, H. P. A Mannal of 
Elementary Practical Chemistry.: For Use in the 
Lahoratory. Cr. 8vo., pp. 142. H.i'Ving~ons. 2s. 

P'Lrk, James. The Geology of New Zealand. An 
Introduction to the Historical, Structural and E{'o
nomic pe·)logy. With 145 Illustrations; 27 ,Plates, 
and Cillol\l'en lieologie'al \Tap. Cr. S\·o.,pp. xx.-4SS. 
'Whitcom&e alid Toombs: Net .7s. 6d. ,.,. , 

Perkin F. Mollwo .. Qnalitative Chemical.AmilYRis, 
Organic and Inorganic. 3rd Ed., Svo., pp'. 350, 
Lonq-mans. 4s. 6d. 

Puppe, J. Experimental Investigations on the 
Power required to Dri\'e Rolling Mills. Imp. Svo., 
pp. lS6. C. Griffin. Net 12s. 6d. . . . 

Reduction of 'Working Costs on the Rand. An 
examination of exi -ting conditions <;Lnd the prospects. 
Cr. Svo., pp. 3S. InvestoTs' G'lta1'dlall. Is. 

Richardson, L.F. The A pproximate Arithmetical 
Solution by Finite Dift'ereuees.ofPhysical Problen'ls 
involving Uitt'erimtial .Eqnations, with an Applica
tion to the Stresses in It Masonry Dam. 4to., sd. 
Dulau. Net :3s. 6d.. . '. 

Rubinson, H. Hvdraulic Power and Hydraulic 
Mlwhinery. 3rd Ed., re·issue. Svo., pp. 244. C: 
Griffin. Net 25s. 

Sale of Food and Drngs Acts, IS75,.p 907. By 
Sir William .J. Bell. 5th Eel., by C. F. Lloyd. The 
Chemical Notes revised aud enlarged, by R. A,. 
Robinson. 8\,0., +c~pp.303. Index, pp. 43., 
ButtenooTth. Net 8s. 6el. 

Seamon, 'V. H. A Manual for Assayers and 
Chemists. Cr. S\'o. Chaprnan and Hall. Net 
lOs. 6d. 

Sewell, C. J. 1. The Extinction of Sound in a 
Viscous Atmosphere by Small Obstacles of Cylin: 
dl'ical and Spherical Forlll. 4to. Dula1t. :ls. 6ri. 

Siddons, A. W., ami Vassel~, A. Practical 
Measurements. 4to, buards, pf-. 74: C .. v. Press. 
Is. 6d.. .... 

Smiles, S. The Relations between Chemical Con
stitution and some Physical Properties. Cr. Svo.; 
pp. 598. Longrnans. 14s. 

Smith, T. A. Power and its Transmission. A 
Practical Handbook for tlie. Factory and Works 
Managel". 12 mo" pp. S4. Spon. Net 28.. "'. 

Stracluln, H.. A Guide to the Preservation of 
Health in 'Vest Africa. ISmo., sd., pp. 23. 
Co"sta.ble. Net 6d. . 

Taylor, F. W., and Thompson, S. E. Ext.raets on 
Reinforce,l Concrete Desigri, selected from "Con{'rete 
Plain and Reinforced." Cr. SYO Uhaprnan & Hall. 
Net 88. 6d. . 

Thorpe, Sir E. History of Chemistry. Vol. 2, 
IS50 to UIlO. Ci'~ Svo., pp. 160. Watts, Net Is. 

Townsillind, J. S. The Theory and Ionization of 
Gases hy Collision. Cr. Syo., pp. 100. Constable. 

U" wiu "T. C.. The Testing of M ateri,Lis of Con.-
stlllction. 3rd Ed. Svo, pp. 49 '. Lon[J.inans .. 
Net ISs. 

VrerienlJUr", E. \V. A Summary of the G~ology 
of India. 2n~1 Ed. Svo. sd. l'haclce1·. Npt 2s. 6d. 
. "Thite, D. The Eft'ee~s of Oxygpn in Coal. (U. S. 
Geologieal Survey Bnlletin). DiagnLllIs Svo., sd., 
pp.74. W. Wesley . . Net2s. 6~. . , 
. White \V. Land M. G. Hpat.mgEngmeers Quan

tities. "The Simplex System of taking out Heating 
Enuineers' Quantities and Measnrements, etc .. etc. 
FoITo, Pl'. 34, Spon. Net lOs. 6d. : ..' 

\Voodwarci, C.'J. A.B.C. FIVe Figure Loganthms 
and Tables for Chemists. 12mo., pp. i2. Simpkiil ... 
Net 2s. 6el. 

Abstracts of· Patent. Applications, 

(C.) 520/09. Thomas Henry Bradhury. Improve
ments in electric· resistance furnaces. 12.11. 09. 

This invention relates .. t.o an electric furniwe' in 
which a metallic wire is wound in' the form .of a 
solenoi~l embetl<;l.e.l in. ~hLgwool,a~ol)lId a llllltRe ~f 
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Buitable refractory material su?h as cla.y, \ltc. ~'!1e~ 
furnace is il~tended for heatmg drills,. assaymg, 
smelting bulhon, etc. . 
(C.) 461/09. Hans Charl.es Behr: III'provements in 

ore st.orage alld. ha,ndhng: dev.lCe~, 9)0.09. 
, The object of thiS iIIvenLlon IS, to allow the most 

llLHuical ore bin iu a given space and to provide 
~~~ding mean" specially adapted, for handling large 

uafltides of ore. 
q The ore which is discharged from chutes under the 
storage bins is transported to th~ mortar boxes oy' a 
trayelling belt of constant speed In a consta!lt stream 
I s in quantity than the ave'age consumptlOn of the 
~~mps aDd the excess feed is furnished by a well 

known' automatic feeder actuat,ed by the stamps, 
or the transporting' belt ilself is' arranged as an 
automfLtic feeder in such 3: way ~hat Wh~ll the mortar 
box is fillinO' up an electnc resistance IS put before 
the G.e. ~otor which drives the belt and thus 
reduces the speed of the latter. 
(C) 41i/09. G.ustavius Adolphus Sheeley. 1m· 

. provements in linings for tube mills a'nd the like. 
8.9.09. 

This application relates to improvemen ts in tube 
mill liners, and consists in providing renewab\e pegs 
or pu.ts which are wedged m grooves formed m seg· 
ment~1 plates, and turued to fit lh~ i.nterior of the 
mill. Valious forms of grooves. and fitt,mgs.are shown_ 
in the drawings and are covered by the c1!llms. 
(C) 566/09. Robert Allen. Improvements in appa' 

. raws for filtering or clarifying liquids. 8.12.09· 
This application is for a clarifying filter, in which 

"ubmerO'ed filter-leaves of the type of the Moore or 
Butters

O 
ar~ used. The filtering action is due to the 

pressure exerted by a low h~a:d o~ liqui~. :rhe appa
ratus is designed for the clarificatlOn of hqUlds cloudy 
with suspended matter. 
(C.) 3:l2/1O. Nobels Explosive Co., Ltd. (1), 

William Tuxford Evans (2). Impro\'ements in 
electric igniting apparatus for fuses and the like. 
7.7.10. 

, This application relates to a fus~ firing appar~tus 
in which a series wound generator IS manually dnven 
through the agency of .a .'Iuick threade~ scr~w and 
nut. An arrangement IS lllcluded ~or divertlll~ t~e 
current during the process of operatlOn from.a Cl!,CU.lt 
internal to the apparatns, to the external ClrcUlt m 
which are plaeed the fuses to be fired. There is 
also a magnetically actuated contact which pre\-ents 
the external circuit from being closed un less the 
current generated exceeds a predetermined value. 

(C.) 527/09. Sidney Rickman Adams. Improve-
ments in means for regulating or shutting off the 
underflow from de-wateririg and classifying cones 
and tlie like. 19.11.09. 

The application refers to a cut-oft gate for thicken
ing cones in which an inclined surface or can in the 
rotating member causes the gate to close tightly over 
~h.e or!lice of the cone, renderipg it a water-tight 
JOlllt. The surface of the gate is covered with leather' 
or other resilient material. 

(C.: 203/10. Thomas McCraw. Improvements in 
tube mill linings. 30.4.10. 

.Thi.s ~pplication relates to improvements in tube 
mlll hmngs and consists in the insertion of bars of 
AteElI, or ot)1er hard metal, longitudina11y between 
and flnsh With courses of flint or other hard stone, to 
prevent wear. 
(C.) 336/10. Hugh McMenamin (1), Francis Allen 

(2). Imfrovements in ore feeding means for the 
Rtamp 0 stamp mills. 14.'7.10. . 

.. T~e apparatus consists of two end roJlers provided 
WI th flanges, the space between the flanges beinO' 
about the same width, aR the feed chute. Thes~ 
rollers from tile end drums for a conveyor belt 
surface, and 'motion is imparted to ,the belt by means 
of 'tIly suitable friction dri\'e stich as is commonly in 
lise alrearly on oLher forms of ore feeder, the driving 
power being applied through the drulll nearest the, 
mortar box, or alternately, through. both ends of 
drunls. 'The rock from the ore bins slitles tlOWll the 
feed chute on to the conveyor bel t, and in order that 
the weigl,lt of the ore may not distort the surface of 
the belt, an intermediate roller (or rollers) is intro, 
dllced below that part of the belt on whi,'h most of 
the ore rests. The fLpplicants claim th~t the absellce 
of this supporting roller or rollers in any previous 
similar device can sed the, endless belt to sag, and so 
renderedeffeetive driving very difficult, and also, 
that the result of the irregular feeding of the ore 
causes excessive wear and tear, and frequent break
ages of the stamps, the feeder itself; and its parts. 
These intermediate rollers,are not positively driven, 
and the whole apparatus. is simply an ordinary con
veyor belt with intermediate idlers. No return idlers 
are 'used to support the return surface of the belt, 
this being unneeessary owing to the short length of 
the cOIl\'eyor belt. ' . 

Provision is made for taking 11 p the stretch of. the 
belt in the usnal way, i.e., hy means of adju~ting 
screws by which the distance between the end roHers 
can be increased. ' 

Provision .is also made to apply a scraper, to the 
underside of the front drnm, so as to prevent any mud, 
or stoneR adhering to the belt after it has passed the 
feed opening in the mortar box. 

The claims made are three 'in number. The firs~ 
two cover an endless belt to be used for the purpose 
of feeding ore into stamp mills, in combination with 
intermediate rollers for tbe purpose described, while 
the third,' claim covers thp com binations \vith' a 
scraper under the front drum. . 

(C.) 328/10. Otto Liebknecht. Improvements in 
the nULnufact:Jl'e of sodium cyanid·. 9.7.10. 

This application describes' a method of preparing 
sodiulll cyanide by passin~ the va pours of t.rymethy
lamin into, molten metallic sodium. 
(C.) 511/09. Sidney Sherard Osborn. Improve· 

ments in tube mil\'.linings. 10.11.09. 
This specification describes a tube mill liner with 

roughened or corrugated pegs or ribs to facilitate 
retention of pebbles in the channels. 

Selected Transvaal Patent Applications. 

RELATING TO CHEMISTRY,' METALLURGY AND 
MINING. 

Compiled by C. H. M. KISCH, F.M.Chart.Inst.P.A. 
(London), Johannesburg (Member). " 

(N.B.-In this list (P) means p1'ovisional specifica
'tion, and (C) complete specification. The number 
given is that of the specification, the name that oj the 
applicant, and the date that oj filing.) . 

,(P.) 452/10. Wilfred Brereton Crofton. Improve· 
ments in rotary engines. 13.9.10. 

(P.) 453/10. James Bowyer. Improvements 
relating to the stamps of stamp mills. 13.9.10. 

. (Pd 454/10. Richard Douglas. Improvements in 
hooks· for 'mining and other: purposes. 14.9.10. 
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the journal of The chemicai, MetaiiurgiCai and Mini~ Society oj South A}rica. bct. 1910 

(C.) 455(10. Henry Hooke. Improvements in 
centrifugal separators or filters. 14.9.10. 

(P.) 457/10. Dayid Laird. A coaLing for metallic 
or earthenware surfaces of corundum to prevent·, 
abrasivn. 15.9.10. 

(P.) 458/10. William Wells (I), Walter Louden 
(2). Improvements in the construction of shafts, 
especially cam shafts, for stamp batteries. 15.9.10. 

(1'. )459/10. Charles McLachlan Graham. An 
im proved insulator-su pport for aerial electric wires. 
16.9:10. . 

(C.) 460/10. Arthur Frederick Gunstone. Im
provements in or relating to det1>chable wlieel riros. 
16.9.10. . '. -

(C.) 462/10. Isaac FranCIS Taylor (I), Samuel 
Pick (2). Improvements in cranes. 17.9.10. 

(C.) 46;3/10. Peter Petersen. Improvements 
relating to granolithic paving slabs and the like. 
17.9.10 

(C.) 464/10. Kurb Wilhelm Otto Schweder. 
Illlprovements relating to centrifugal pumps. 
17.9.10. • 

(P.) 465/10. Lars Pedersen. Improvements in 
arresting dust produced in rock drilling. 20.9.10. 

(C.) 466/LO. Thomas Taylor. Improvement~ in 
woven driving belting. 20.9.10. 

(P.) 467/10. . Willial~ l!.enry Hutchinson (I), 
Malcolm Canmore Inghs (:0). Improvements in 
grij?,Ping and handling applia!l"es. :!1. 9.10. 

(C.) 468/10. 'Arthur Wilson Ferns. Improve
ments in acetylene gas generators and lamps. 
21.9.10. 

(C.) 469/10. Frederick Arthur Maximillian 
Schiechel. Apparatus for separating mineral~ and 
like ml1terials. 22.9.10. 

(C.) 470/10. Lewis Condict Bayles. Improve
ments in oilers. :,,3.9.10. 

(C.) 471/10. Lewis Condict Bayles (I), Albert 
Hibbs Taylor. Improvement in pressure fhlid tools. 
23.9.10.' 

(p.) 473/10. Ernest Holroyd Martin. Improve
ments in discharge means for stamp mills and otlier 
crushing machinery. 26.9:10. 

(C.) 475/10. Norman Frederick White (1), Thomas 
Robert Dibdin (~), Percy James Drain (3). An 
improved ~af;)ty Clttch gear for mine skips or cages 
lifts, ele\'ators and like vehi'cles. 27.9.10.' 

(P.) 474/10. ?ohn. W~bb. A self supplying 
water power pumplllg machme. 26.9.10. 

, (P.) 476/10. Daniel Edw~rd Hockly (1), Herbert 
Caughan (2). Improvements m machines for husking 
shelling and grading maize. 27.9.10. 

Changes of Address. 

M embm's and Associates .are requested to notify the 
s.ecr.et~.ry .i"'!-m.ediate~y of any chan.qe in adaress, 
otherw~se ~t M ~m'poss~b~e to guarantee the delivery oj 
Journals or N ot~ces. 1 he Secretary should be noti lied. 
of non-receipt of Journals and Notices at once. . 

ANGUS, THOS., to Ariston Mine, via Klerksdorp. 
ARDER~E, R. A. S., l/o Greylingstad ; c/o Mr. D. R. 

Colman, P. O. Pilgrims Rest. 
BALL, H. S'" l/o London; c/o Bank qf Montreal, 

Montreal, Canada. 
BAYI.DON, H. C., l/o London; Kotehkar, Orenburg 

Governmen~, Russia. . 
BLYTH, 'V. B., l/o. Lllwlers; c/o. Messrs. Bewick, 

Mo,rei!lg and Co., Kalgoorlie,W. Australia ... 

CHAPPLE, A.· J" l/o SLawcll; Philip SLreet, Parra.-· 
matta, New' South Wales. 

COTT.ER, A; J., l/o Johannesburg; Cinderella Conso
hdated G. M. Co.; Ltd., P. O. Box 75, Boksburg. 

CRONIN, J., l/o Schweizer Reneke; P. O. Box 4800, 
Johannesburg..·· 

DANIEL JAMES, l/o Langlaagte; New P~'inirose 
G. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 193, Germiston. 

DORR, J. V. N., to 728,'E'luitahle Birilding, Denver; 
Colo., U.S.A. .. ". . 

EVANS, SAMUEL, to 79, Nugget Street, Johannesburg .. 
FRASER, A., l/o Benoni; 

P. O. Box 14, Brakpan. . 
GERLINGS, H., to P. O. Box 3786, Johannesburg. 
GIBBINGS, G. W., to P. O. Box 390, Salisbury, 

Rhodesia. 
GIBSON, J. R., to P. O. Box 587, Bulawayo. . 
GOSNEY, P., l/o England; Old Nic Mine, Bulawayo, . 

Rhodesia. . 
HOLDEN, W. C., to North Randfontein G; M. Co., 

Ltd., P. O. Box ill, Randfontein. . 
ISAACS, R. Mcl., l/o London; Don Proprietary 

Mines, Ltd., Gwelo, Rhodesia. . 
JOHNSON, TOM, to Ferreira Deep, Ltd., P. O. Box 

1056, Johannesburg. 
LEE, H .• J., l/o Randfontein; New GochGold Mines, 

Ltd., P. O. Box 1096, Johannesburg. 
LEYSON, WM.. l/o Rhodesia; _ Roberts Victor' 

Diamonds, Ltd., Victor, O.F.S. 
MACKENZIE, A. WILKIE, I/o Sabie; Village Main 

Reef U. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 1091, Johannes
burg. 

MELVILL, GEO., l/o Florida; Geldenhuis Deep, ·Ltd., . 
Cleveland. 

NICOLAUS, R. C., I/o Johanne3burg ; I Mining and 
Metallurgical Club, St. Ermines,.Westminster, 
London; S. W. 

PARSEA, A . .E., l/o Eureka; Lonely G. M. Co., 
Inyati District, Rhodesia. . . 

~EItKIN, D. W., l/o Knigbts; New Unified Maia 
Reef U. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 5, Maraisburg. 

ROBERTS, S., lto l{rugersdorp; P. O. Box 361, 
Salisbury, Rhodesia. 

Russ, A. W., l/o Day Dawn; Vivien G. M. ·Co., 
via LawlerF, 'V. Australia. 

SCHWABE, S. B., l/o Krugersdorp; Stafl' Quarters. 
Crown Mines, Ltd., Fordsburg. 

SHARP, E. MILES, l/o Ariston; New Modderfontein 
G, M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 25, Benoni. 

SMITH, ROWLo\ND, I/o Umsweza; Harvey's Chance, 
Golden VaHey, Rhodesia. . 

STACPOOLE, A. R., l/o Rhodesia; French Bobs Mine, 
LOllWS Creek, Barberton. . ' 

SUMMERS, EDWARD, l/o Klerksdorp ; Witwatersrand 
G. M. Co)., Ltd., P. O. Box 1, Knights. 

THOMAS, J. FRED, l/o Knights;" Miramar," Per-
ranporth, Cornwall. .: . 

TUCKER; P. A., l/o Germiston; Robinson Deep 
G. M. Co., Ltd., P. O. Box 1488, Johannesburg. 

VAUGHAN, J. K, l/o Boksburg ; Inspector of Mines 
Office, Winchester' House, P. O. Box' 1132, . 
Johannesburg. . 

WAGNER,. Dr. P .. A., l/o G.S. W. Africa;. P. 0 .. Box 
2083, Johannesburg. . 

\VUELER, A. S., l/o London; P. O. Box 48, Salis
bury, '/{hodesia. 

'YHITE, C. !C .. l/o Johannesburg; Crown ·Mines, 
P .. O. Box. 156, Fordsburg. . 

WHITE, H. A., l/o Germistoll; Roodepoort Central 
Deep, Lt.d., P. 0; ~ox 114, Roodepoort. . 

Y1)..TES,. J.OHN l/o Johannesburg; P. O. Box 401,' 
Salisbury, Rhodesia.. .. 
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